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A statistic w on Sn is a weighted-inversion (w-i) statistic if there exist weights wi, j
such that w(_)=i< j /[_i>_j] wi, j for each _ # Sn . Two well-known examples
are the major index and inversion count statistics. These two statistics share the
same distribution over Sn , and many bijections Sn  Sn have been described to
prove this. These bijections thus have the property that they map a certain w-i
statistic to another. This paper presents the results of our search for bijections
,: Sn  Sn with an even stronger property: given any w-i statistic w, the statistic
w b , is also a w-i statistic. Such a set of bijections forms a group, which we call
the core group of Sn . We exhibit a subgroup of the core group of Sn which is
isomorphic to the dihedral group Dn+1. We extend these ideas to other sets of
objects, including subsets of Sn and sets of permutations of a multiset. As examples,
we develop a family of subsets of Sn which has a core group isomorphic to a Weyl
group of order 2n } n!, and we show that the set of permutations of the multiset
[0k, 1n&k] has a core group containing Sk_Sn&k as a subgroup. We demonstrate
that the core group of a set A is the group of permutations of the rows of a certain
matrix H (depending only on the inversion patterns of the objects in A) which
preserve the column space of H. This allows us to compute the core group with no
knowledge of the actual w-i statistics involved.  2000 Academic Press
Key Words: weighted-inversion statistics; permutations; multipermutations; core
group; dihedral group Dn ; bijections; involutions; inversion patterns; column space;
null space; rank.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation. This paper is a slightly condensed version of the first
author’s doctoral dissertation [6]. For the curious, we outline here some
of the events and ideas that led to this work.
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In 1993, the second author had several conversations with A. M. Garsia
regarding a problem that Garsia and M. Haiman had been working on
involving statistics on generalized Dyck paths, and developed an idea
about how to attack the problem. We began some computations but as the
parameters increased the corresponding examples soon became intractable.
We obtained promising results for the few computable cases, but this did
not provide us with enough data to recognize any patterns, so we then
decided to try similar computations on some simpler objects, namely per-
mutations. This work, together with some private conversations with
George Andrews, motivated a number of the ideas in this paper.
Here is a summary of the problem posed by Garsia and Haiman. (The
problem now appears in [13].) A Dyck path is a lattice path from (0, 0)
to (n, n) consisting only of EAST (+1, 0) and NORTH (0, +1) steps
which lies entirely on or above the line y=x. Letting Dn denote the set of
all such Dyck paths, it is well known that Dn has cardinality Cn= 1n+1 (
2n
n ),
the nth Catalan number. We can represent D # Dn by a word |(D) consist-
ing of n zeros and n ones, formed by letting |(D) i be zero if the ith step
is NORTH or one if it is EAST. For example, if D is the Dyck path shown
in Fig. 1, then |(D)=00101101. For D # D, we define the major index
maj(D) to be the major index of the word |(D). That is,
maj(D) := :
2n&1
i=1
i } /[|(D) i>|(D) i+1]. (1.1)
It is well known that q-counting the elements of Dn produces the generating
function
Pn(q) := :
D # D
qmaj(D)=
1
[n+1]q _
2n
n & q , (1.2)
where [x]q=(1&qx)(1&q) and [ nk]q=(q)n (q)k(q)n&k , with (q)n=
(1&q)(1&q2) } } } (1&qn).
Now we generalize as follows. Fix an integer m1 and define a
generalized Dyck path to be a lattice path from (0, 0) to (mn, n) consisting
only of EAST and NORTH steps which lies entirely on or above the line
my=x. Let D (m)n denote the set of all such paths, and let |(D) be defined
for D # D (m)n as before. (In this case, |(D) will consist of n zeros and mn
ones.) Defining the polynomial
Pn, m(q) :=
1
[mn+1]q _
mn+n
n &q , (1.3)
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FIG. 1. A Dyck path in D4 .
it is easily verified that Pn, m(1) gives the cardinality of D (m)n , and one might
suspect that Pn, m(q) is the generating function for the major index statistic
on D (m)n as it is for m=1, but this is not the case. The problem then is to
determine a statistic sm on the elements of D (m)n which is q-counted by
Pn, m(q).
Milne’s idea was to assign a weight to each lattice point where a path
D # D (m)n could make an EAST-NORTH turn, thus producing a descent in
|(D). The statistical value sm(D) would then be the sum of the weights on
the EAST-NORTH turns of D. (Thus, assigning to each lattice point (x, y)
the weight x+ y would give the major index statistic.) Treating the weights
as unknowns, one could theoretically express the statistical values of all the
elements of D (m)n , then determine what values could be assigned to the
weights so that the required distribution is obtained.
Even for small m and n, the numbers involved in such a computation
grow large very quickly. This inspired us to investigate similar statistics on
simpler objects. Thus was born our investigation of weighted-inversion
statistics on permutations. Having developed many insights and ideas dur-
ing the course of our investigation, we hope to return to Garsia and
Haiman’s Dyck path problem in the near future.
1.2. Background. A statistic w on Sn will be called a weighted-inversion
(w-i) statistic if there is an upper-triangular matrix W=(wi, j) (the weights)
such that w(_)=i< j /(_i>_j) wi, j . The simplest well-known example of
a w-i statistic is the inversion count (where wi, j=1 for i< j), introduced by
G. Cramer [5] in 1750, who used it in his famous rule for solving linear
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systems of equations. (A description of Cramer’s work is given by T. Muir
in [28, pp. 1114].) Another well-known w-i statistic is the major index
(wi, i+1=i; wi, j=0 otherwise), introduced by P. A. MacMahon [23] in
1913. In [23], MacMahon demonstrated that the inversion count and
major index statistics share the same distribution over Sn . Many bijections
Sn  Sn have since been devised to prove this, the first being that of
D. Foata [8] advanced in 1968. More recently, K. Kadell [19] and
D. Rawlings [29] have each established families of equidistributed
statistics which interpolate between the major index and inversion count
statistics. In honor of MacMahon, the term Mahonian is used to describe
any statistic having the same distribution as the major index. For an
excellent treatment of inversions and statistics on permutations, see [21,
pp. 1122]. Nice work regarding Mahonian statistics in particular, includ-
ing Zeilberger’s Z-statistic, can be found in [10; 11; 20, Sect. 2.4.4]. Crystal
basis and Robinson-Schensted correspondence.]. Recent work involving
inversions, major indices, and permutation statistics is presented in [7, 9,
12, 3036, 39, 40].
Proportionally speaking, w-i statistics are rather scarce. For example,
there are over 1662 trillion Mahonian statistics on S4 , but only forty-five
of them are w-i statistics. However, the prevalence of statistics which are
based on inversions (which include descents) demonstrates the relative
importance of w-i statistics. In fact, Kadell defines in his paper [19] what
we are calling w-i statistics, and his interpolating family of statistics men-
tioned above consists entirely of w-i statistics.
We use w-i statistics to develop a new connection between combinatorics
and group theory. As a preview of some of the ideas regarding w-i statistics
we explore in this paper, we present the following example.
Example 1.1. Let us compute all the w-i statistics w on S3 having the
Mahonian distribution [0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3]. A permutation in S3 has three
possible inversions, to which we assign corresponding weights w12 , w13 ,
and w23 . Expanding the statistical values of each element in terms of these
weights gives w(123)=0, w(132)=w23 , w(213)=w12 , w(231)=w13+w23 ,
w(312)=w12+w13 , and w(321)=w12+w13+w23 . Hence, we must have
equal multisets [1, 1, 2, 2, 3]=[w23 , w12 , w13+w23 , w12+w13 , w12+w13+
w23]. Thus, w12 # [1, 2, 3] and w23 # [1, 2, 3]. Trying the nine possible
choices for w12 and w23 , we find that four combinations result in a possible
value for w13 . For example, if w12=w23=1, then the multiset equality
becomes [2, 2, 3]=[1+w13 , 1+w13 , 2+w13], implying w13=1. But if
w12=1 and w23=3, then we must have [1, 2, 2]=[1+w13 , 2+w13 , 4+
w13], which has no solution. The four resulting statistics are given by the
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following weight matrices (where the first column and last row of each
have been omitted):
W (1)=_10
0
2& (1.4)
W (2)=_10
1
1& (1.5)
W (3)=_20
0
1& (1.6)
W (4)=_20
&1
2 & . (1.7)
W (1) corresponds to the major index statistic and W (2) to the inversion
count statistic. W (3) gives what might be called the ‘‘reverse’’ major index.
W (4) is remarkable in that it demonstrates the possibility of negative
weights, which is somewhat unexpected.
Letting w(i) denote the statistic corresponding to the weight matrix W (i)
for i=1, 2, 3, 4 as listed in equations (1.4)(1.7), we get the following table
of statistical values.
123 132 213 231 312 321
w(1) 0 2 1 2 1 3
w(2) 0 1 1 2 2 3
w(3) 0 1 2 1 2 3
w(4) 0 2 2 1 1 3
(1.8)
The famous bijection of Foata cited above, applied to S3 , swaps 132 and
312 and fixes the remaining four elements. If we swap the columns in
Table (1.8) corresponding to 132 and 312 and relabel the rows, we get the
following revised table.
123 132 213 231 312 321
w(1) 0 1 1 2 2 3
w(2) 0 2 1 2 1 3
w(3) 0 2 2 1 1 3
w(4) 0 1 2 1 2 3
(1.9)
As expected, the second row in Table (1.9) is equal to the first row in
Table (1.8), since the Foata bijection maps a permutation with major index
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to a permutation with k inversions. It is remarkable to note, however, that
every row of the original table appears in the new table. That is, the Foata
bijection applied to the columns of Table (1.8) simply permutes the rows.
This is remarkable in view of the fact that there are ( 61, 2, 2, 1)=180 statistics
having the given distribution, but only four of them are w-i statistics. Yet,
this particular bijection ‘‘maps’’ every w-i statistic to another one.
This immediately raises two questions. First, does the Foata bijection
retain this property for higher n? As it turns out, it doesn’t, not even for
n=4. Second, what other bijections on S3 have this property? We answer
this next.
We want to find all the permutations of the columns of Table (1.8) that
permute the rows. For example, simply swapping columns 2 and 3 would
not be valid, since the top row of the table would become 0 1 2 2 1 3,
which is not a row of the original table. Clearly, the columns corresponding
to the elements 123 and 321 must be fixed. This leaves only the 24 per-
mutations of columns 2 through 5 as possibilities. Checking them reveals
that only the eight column permutations given by the identity, (3 4), (2 5),
(2 3)(4 5), (2 4)(3 5), (2 5)(3 4), (2 3 5 4), and (2 4 5 3) result in simple
rearrangements of the rows. So there are seven bijections other than the
Foata bijection which permute the rows. Note that the eight permutations
found form a group isomorphic to D4 , the dihedral group (see Fig. 2). The
fact that these elements form a group is no accident, as we demonstrate
later.
The questions raised in Example 1.1 generalize in several directions.
What is the group of bijections on Sn having this property? The example
dealt with a single distribution, so what about other distributions? What
bijections on Sn have this property for any distribution? And what about
sets other than Sn?
FIG. 2. The orbits of S3 under D4 .
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Stated more precisely, the question we investigate in this paper is the
following. Suppose A is Sn , a subset of Sn , or a set of any type of objects
on which w-i statistics may be defined. What bijections ,: A  A have the
property that, given any w-i statistic w, the statistic w, defined by
w,(x) :=w(,x) for all x # A is also a w-i statistic? The set of such bijections
must form a group, which we will call the core group of A.
1.3. Structure of this paper. In Section 2 we let A=Sn and exhibit a
family of involutions which generate a group isomorphic to Dn+1 , the
dihedral group with 2n+2 elements. The core group will thus contain
Dn+1 as a subgroup, and we conjecture that Dn+1 is the entire core group.
This has been computationally verified up to n=5. To facilitate an
exhaustive computer search for such bijections, we established several
results regarding the possible weights in the matrix W which are of interest
in themselves, including the fact that the weights must be integers, which
is not assumed a priori. We also briefly investigate some questions regard-
ing the orbits induced on Sn by the dihedral group of bijections.
In Section 3 the linear algebra governing the core group is explored. The
results established here provide us with more direct methods for computing
the core group of Sn , and extend easily beyond Sn to aid in the computa-
tion of other core groups. To determine all the w-i statistics which will give
a certain distribution, a system of linear equations (with the weights wi, j as
variables) arises. This system has solutions only if certain linear relations
among the distribution values are satisfied. Permutations of the distribu-
tion values which preserve these relations correspond to elements of the
core group.
In Section 4 we expand our consideration to subsets of Sn . This adds
several complications, such as the possibilities of non-integral weights and
infinite families of equidistributed w-i statistics; several simple examples are
given demonstrating some of these phenomena. However, it also opens the
door to some much larger groups. As an example, we show that the core
group of A4 /S4 is W5 , the Weyl group of type B5 , which has 3840
elements. This motivates our construction of a family of subsets Cn /Sn
having core group Wn , thus giving us a solution to an ‘‘inverse’’
problemgiven a finite group G, find a set A whose core group is G.
Our problem is expanded further by considering w-i statistics on objects
other than permutations. In Section 5, we look at multipermutations. Since
several multipermutations of the same set can have identical inversion pat-
terns, some large core groups can arise in a trivial way. The example we
investigatepermutations of the multiset [0k, 1n&k]avoids this and
avails us a subgroup (Sk _Sn&k) of the core group that is quite different
from the Dn+1 found for the Sn case. For some choices of (n, k), such as
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(8, 3), Sk _Sn&k is the core group, but for others, like (6, 3) and (7, 3), it
is only a subgroup. The core group for the general case has not been estab-
lished.
Section 6 mentions some other objects on which w-i statistics can be
defined, as well as some special subsets of multipermutations which have
received extensive treatment in the literature. These include set partitions,
restricted growth functions, labeled forests, and Dyck words. In reality, all
these different objects are simply sources for sets of inversion patterns, so
we also discuss the general case of sets of ‘‘inversion patterns’’ from no par-
ticular source. As an example, the core group for the complete set of all
possible inversion patterns of a fixed size n is found to be Sn . Some
unanswered questions are posed regarding the realization of any group as
the core group of some set of inversion patterns. Also included in this
section is a collection of questions for future study which have arisen from
this work. Some are recalled from earlier sections, while others offer new
directions.
2. THE CORE GROUP OF Sn
2.1. Notations and conventions. In this paper a statistic on a set A is a
function taking values in the non-negative integers. This section concerns
statistics on Sn , the set of permutations of the n letters [1, 2, ..., n]. We will
use various common notations for the elements of Sn . For example, the
same element of S5 could be cast in, respectively, ‘‘two-line,’’ ‘‘list,’’ ‘‘word,’’
or ‘‘cycle’’ notation as
\12
2
3
3
1
4
5
5
4+=(2, 3, 1, 5, 4)=23154=(1 2 3)(4 5).
We will use the notation _i=_(i) for the elements of a permutation.
Although this is normally understood for i=1, 2, ..., n, we will find it con-
venient in some cases to add the additional (‘‘invisible’’) element _0=0. A
permutation _ # Sn has an inversion in the (i, j) position if i< j and _i>_j .
An involution , on a set A is a bijection A  A such that ,2x=,(,(x))=
x for all x # A.
The distribution of a statistic s over a set A is the multiset [s(x) | x # A].
If S is a statement which is either true or false, we define
/[S]={10
if S is true;
if S is false.
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2.2. Weighted-inversion statistics.
Definition 2.1. A statistic w on Sn is a weighted-inversion (w-i) statistic
if there is an upper-triangular matrix W=(wi, j) such that
w(_)= :
1i< jn
/[_i>_j] wi, j . (2.1)
The elements wi, j of the matrix W will be called the weights. For any
weight matrix W, we will assume that wi, j=0 if i j. Moreover, since the
first column and last row are all zeros, we will omit them when displaying
a weight matrix W. We do not assume a priori that the weights are integers.
Also, it is not immediately clear that a w-i statistic corresponds to a unique
set of weights. However, the following lemma indicates that, for w-i
statistics on Sn , the matrix W is indeed unique and composed of integers.
Note that when we later consider w-i statistics defined on other objects,
even subsets of Sn , we will find examples having non-unique andor non-
integral weights.
Lemma 2.2. If W and W$ are two matrices corresponding to the w-i
statistic w defined on Sn , then W=W$. Furthermore, the entries of W are
integers.
Proof. We apply induction along each row. First, note that the base
case wi, i+1=w$i, i+1 is valid for each i. Next fix i and choose j with i< jn
so that wi, k=w$i, k and wi, k is an integer for k=i+1, ..., j&1. Let
_=(1, 2, ..., i&1, j, i, i+1, ..., j&1, j+1, j+2, ..., n). (So _ has inversions
only in the (i, k) positions for k=i+1, ..., j.) Then
wi, j = :
j
k=i+1
wi, k& :
j&1
k=i+1
wi, k (2.2)
=w(_)& :
j&1
k=i+1
wi, k (2.3)
= :
j
k=i+1
w$i, k& :
j&1
k=i+1
w$i, k (2.4)
=w$i, j . (2.5)
Line (2.3) demonstrates that wi, j is an integer. K
The following lemma, though not needed for subsequent results, presents
some interesting connections between the distribution of a w-i statistic w on
Sn and the sum of the weights in its (unique) weight matrix.
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Lemma 2.3. Let w be a w-i statistic on Sn and let 7w=i< j wi, j . Then
we have the equality of multisets [w(_) | _ # Sn]=[7w&w(_) | _ # Sn].
Also, if w1 and w2 are equidistributed w-i statistics on Sn , then 7w1=7w2 .
Proof. Define an involution c (for ‘‘complement’’) on Sn by (c_) i=
n+1&_i for i=1, 2, ..., n, and note that, since c_ has inversions precisely
where _ doesn’t,
/[_i>_j]+/[(c_)i>(c_) j]=1 (2.6)
for all i, j with 1i< jn. Thus,
w(_)+w(c_)= :
i< j
(/[_i>_j]+/[(c_)i>(c_) j]) wi, j=7w , (2.7)
so that w(c_)=7w&w(_). Hence,
[w(_) | _ # Sn]=[w(c_) | _ # Sn]=[7w&w(_) | _ # Sn]. (2.8)
Now observe that
2 :
_ # Sn
w(_)= :
_ # Sn
[w(_)+w(c_)]= :
_ # Sn
7w=n!7w , (2.9)
which gives
7w=
2
n!
:
_ # Sn
w(_). (2.10)
If w1 and w2 are equidistributed, then _ # Sn w1(_)=_ # Sn w2(_), so
formula (2.10) indicates that 7w1=7w2 . K
2.3. Core groups and D-core groups. Our main goal in this work is to
compute core groups. We define later what a core group is, but first intro-
duce the closely related D-core group.
Definition 2.4. Let D be the distribution of some w-i statistic on a set
A. The D-core group of A is the group of bijections ,: A  A having the
property that, given any w-i statistic w on A with distribution D the
statistic w, defined by w,(x) :=w(,x) for all x # A is also a w-i statistic.
Applied to Example 1.4, where D was the Mahonian distribution over
S3 , we found that the D-core group of S3 was the dihedral group D4 . It is
fairly straightforward to verify that the D-core group is a group. For
details, see [6, p. 16].
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Remark 2.5. The D-core group of A is a group.
Theoretically, we can compute a D-core group of A by following the
same procedure used in Example 1.1. First, make a list [w(1), w(2), ..., w(m)]
of all the w-i statistics having distribution D. Ordering the elements of
A=[x(1), x(2), ..., x(k)], we next define an m_k matrix G=(gi, j) by
gi, j :=w(i)(x( j)). Thus, each row of G corresponds to a statistic, and each
column to an element of A. A bijection ,: A  A may be viewed as a per-
mutation of the columns of G. If this results in a permutation of the rows,
then , is an element of the D-core group of A.
After investigating several distributions over a particular Sn , we noticed
that all the resulting D-core groups seemed to contain a common sub-
group. This led us to consider what we shall call the core group.
Definition 2.6. The core group of a finite set A is the group of bijec-
tions ,: A  A having the property that, given any w-i statistic w defined
on A, the statistic w, defined by w,(x) :=w(,x) for all x # A is also a w-i
statistic.
As with the D-core group, the following remark is easily verified.
Remark 2.7. The core group of A is a group.
Although our main interest throughout the rest of this work is in com-
puting core groups, we retain an interest in D-core groups since they
should be easier to compute than the general core group, as we only need
to focus on w-i statistics having a particular distribution. Since the core
group of A is a subgroup of any D-core group of A, D-core groups can give
us information useful in computing the core group. Thus, having found the
D-core group in Example 1.1 to be D4 , we know that the core group of S3
is contained in D4 .
We want to point out another feature of Example 1.1 which is true in
general. The permutations of the rows of Table (1.8) resulting from the
eight column permutations which form D4 are, respectively, the identity,
(1 4)(2 3), (1 2)(3 4), (1 3), (2 4), (1 3)(2 4), (1 4 3 2), and (1 2 3 4), which
also form a group isomorphic to D4 . As might be expected, it is no coin-
cidence that the two groups are isomorphic. In general, the rows of G will
be unique since each row corresponds to a unique statistic on A. The
columns of G are not necessarily distinct, but if they are (as in the above
example), then each permutation of the columns permuting the rows
corresponds to a unique permutation of the rows and vice versa, so there
is a natural isomorphism between the two groups. This fact will be useful
for us later, so we state it here as a lemma.
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Lemma 2.8. Suppose M is a matrix with distinct rows and columns. Then
the group of permutations of the rows which permute the columns is
isomorphic to the group of permutations of the columns which permute the
rows.
If the columns are not distinct, then, for example, any permutation of
identical columns will leave G unchanged. The following almost trivial
example has non-isomorphic row and column groups, and it shows that
the core group of A may be strictly a subgroup of a D-core group.
Example 2.9. Consider the distribution D=[0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2] over S3 . It
is easily found that the only w-i statistic with this distribution has w12=
w23=1 and w13=0. The matrix G of statistical values is [0 1 1 1 1 2],
so the D-core group, the group of column permutations preserving the row,
is S4 . As expected, the D-core group contains D4 as a subgroup.
2.4. Some involutions. We will soon present one of the main results of
this paper, the fact that the core group of Sn contains Dn+1 as a subgroup.
We define here several involutions and families of involutions on Sn which
will be used to do this. Let _ # Sn throughout.
Inverse. Denote as usual by _&1 the inverse of _, so that _&1 } _=
_ } _&1=12 } } } n, the identity permutation.
Reverse. Define the reverse r by (r_) i :=_n+1&i . For example,
r(3517426)=6247153.
Complement. Define the complement c by (c_) i :=n+1&_i . For
example, c(3517426)=5371462.
m-Reverse. For m=0, 1, ..., n, define the m-reverse rm by
(rm_) i :={
_m&i if i<m;
_m if i=m; (2.11)
_n+m+1&i if i>m.
Thus, rm_ is obtained from _ by reversing the order of the first m&1 posi-
tions, reversing the order of the last n&m positions, and leaving the mth
position fixed. For example, r5(3517426)=7153462. Note that r0=r.
m-Complement. For m=0, 1, ..., n, define the m-complement cm by
(cm_) i :={
m&_i if _i<m;
m if _i=m; (2.12)
n+m+1&_i if _i>m.
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Thus, cm_ is obtained from _ by complementing the elements 1, 2, ..., m&1
among themselves ( j W m& j), complementing the elements m+1, m+2,
..., n among themselves ( j W n+m+1& j), and leaving m fixed. For
example, c5(3517426)=2546137. Note that c0=c.
m-Reverse-complement. For m=0, 1, ..., n, let k=_m . Then the
m-reverse-complement 8m is the composition rm ck (=ckrm). For example,
85(3517426)=5371462. The fact that rmck=ck rm follows from the obser-
vation that rm leaves invariant the set of elements of concern for ck , and
ck leaves invariant the set of positions of concern for rm .
The connections between these involutions are illustrated in the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 2.10. If _m=k, then the diagram in Fig. 3 commutes.
Proof. The only things to prove are (1) (ck _)&1=rk_&1, (2)
(rm_)&1=cm _&1, and (3) (8m_)&1=8k_&1. Assume (1) is true. Then by
swapping _ W _&1 and k W m, we get (2). Again assuming (1), we have
(8m_)&1=(rm(ck_))&1=cm(ck_)&1 [replacing _ by ck_ in (2)] =cmrk
_&1=8k _&1, so (3) is true. Hence, we only need to verify (1). Let
i # [1, 2, ..., n]. We will compute (rk_&1)(ck_) i and find that it is i. If _i=k,
then this is clearly true. If _i<k, then (ck_) i=k&_i . Since k&_i<k, we
get (rk_&1)k&_i=_
&1
k&(k&_i)=_
&1
_i =i. If _i>k, then (ck _) i=n+k+1&_i .
Since n+k+1&_i>k, we get (rk_&1)n+k+1&_i=_
&1
n+k+1&(n+k+1&_i)=i.
2.5. The dihedral group. To prove an important theorem about the
involutions 8m , we establish the following temporary notation and a lemma.
For _ # Sn , note that if _i {m then (cm_) i=m&_i+(n+1) /[_i>m].
Now define for i{ j
f_(i, j) :=(c_j _) i=_j&_i+(n+1) /[_i>_j]. (2.13)
FIG. 3. A commutative diagram of involutions.
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With this notation we have
8m(_)=c_m rm(_)
=( f_(m&1, m), ..., f_(1, m), _m , f_(n, m), ..., f_(m+1, m)). (2.14)
Lemma 2.11. For pairwise distinct i, j, k, we have
(i) /[_i>_j]+/[_i>(n+1) /[_ i>_ j]]=1; (2.15)
(ii) /[_i>_j]&/[_i>_k]+/[_k&_j>(n+1)(/[_i>_j]
&/[_i>_k])]=/[_k>_j]; (2.16)
(iii) n+1& f_(i, j)= f_( j, i). (2.17)
Proof. Items (i) and (ii) are easily resolved by considering the possible
orderings of _i , _j , and _k . (iii) follows from the fact that /[_ j>_ i]=1&
/[_i>_ j]. K
Theorem 2.12. The n+1 elements of [8m | m=0, 1, ..., n] generate a
group under composition isomorphic to Dn+1 , the dihedral group with 2n+2
elements.
Proof. Let a :=8081 and b :=80 . We will show that a and b generate
Dn+1 by demonstrating that (see, e.g., [17, p. 50])
(i) an+1=I, where I is the identity element; (2.18)
(ii) ak{I for 1kn; (2.19)
(iii) b2=I; (2.20)
(iv) aba=b. (2.21)
In addition, we need to show that each 8m can be written in terms of a and
b. In fact, we will show that 8m=bam.
Since 80 and 81 are involutions, (iii) is trivially true and (iv) is almost
as easy:
aba=8081(8080) 81=80(8181)=80=b. (2.22)
Now we prove by induction that if 1mn then
am_=( f_(m, m+1), ..., f_(m, n), n+1&_m , f_(m, 1), ..., f_(m, m&1)).
(2.23)
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First, we have
a_=8081_ (2.24)
=80(_1 , f_(n, 1), f_(n&1, 1), ..., f_(2, 1)) (2.25)
=( f_(1, 2), f_(1, 3), ..., f_(1, n), n+1&_1) [by Eq. (2.17)]. (2.26)
Now,
am_=am&1(a_)=am&1( f_(1, 2), f_(1, 3), ..., f_(1, n), n+1&_1) (2.27)
=( fa_(m&1, m), ..., fa_(m&1, n), n+1&(a_)m&1 ,
fa_(m&1, 1), ..., fa_(m&1, m&2)). (2.28)
For all 1in&1 except i=m&1, we have
fa_(m&1, i)= f_(1, i+1)& f_(1, m)+(n+1) /[ f_(1, m)> f_(1, i+1)]
(2.29)
=_i+1&_m+(n+1)(/[_1>_ i+1]&/[_1>_m]
+/[_m&_ i+1>(n+1)(/[_1>_i+1]&/[_1>_m]]) (2.30)
=_i+1&_m+(n+1) /[_m>_ i+1] [by Eq. (2.16)] (2.31)
= f_(m, i+1). (2.32)
Also,
fa_(m&1, n)=n+1&_1& f_(1, m)+(n+1) /[ f_(1, m)>n+1&_1]
(2.33)
=&_m+(n+1)(1&/[_1>_m])
+(n+1) /[_m>(n+1)(1&/[_1>_m])] (2.34)
=&_m+(n+1)(/[_m>_1]+/[_m>(n+1) /[_m>_1]])
(2.35)
=&_m+(n+1) [by Eq. (2.15)]. (2.36)
Finally, by Eq. (2.17),
n+1&(a_)m&1=n+1& f_(1, m)= f_(m, 1). (2.37)
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Combining (2.32), (2.36), and (2.37) and substituting into (2.28) gives
(2.23). Note that the value in the (n+1&m)th position in am_ is
n+1&_m , and n+1&_m {_n+1&m for some _ # Sn . This shows that
ak{I for 1kn and proves part (ii).
As for part (i), we have
an+1_=an(a_)=(n+1&(a_)n , fa_(n, 1), ..., fa_(n, n&1)). (2.38)
First,
n+1&(a_)n=n+1&(n+1&_1)=_1 . (2.39)
Second, if 1in&1, then
fa_(n, i)= f_(1, i+1)&n&1+_1+(n+1) /[n+1&_1> f_(1, i+1)]
(2.40)
=_i+1&(n+1) /[_i+1>_1]
+(n+1) /[(n+1) /[_i+1>_1]>_ i+1] (2.41)
=_i+1 [argument similar to Lemma 2.11, part (i)]. (2.42)
Putting (2.39) and (2.42) into (2.38) gives an+1_=_, which proves part (i).
Finally, we show that 8m=bam.
b(am_)=80( f_(m, m+1), ..., f_(m, n), n+1&_m , f_(m, 1), ..., f_(m, m&1))
(2.43)
=r( f_(m+1, m), ..., f_(n, m), _m , f_(1, m), ..., f_(m&1, m))
[by (2.17)] (2.44)
=8m_ [by (2.14)]. K (2.45)
2.6. The main result.
Theorem 2.13. The core group of Sn contains Dn+1 , the dihedral group
generated by the involutions 8m .
Proof. Let m # [0, 1, ..., n] and let w be a w-i statistic on Sn . We need
to show that the statistic w8m defined by w8m(_) :=w(8m _) for all _ # Sn is
a w-i statistic. To do this, we present a set of weights w8mi, j (written in terms
of the weights wi, j for w) and demonstrate that w8m(_)=i< j /[_ i>
_j] w8mi, j . Actually, since 8m is an involution, we will replace _ by 8m_ and
verify that i< j /[(8m_) i>(8m_) j] w8mi, j =w
8m(8m_) [=w(_)].
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Define the weight matrix W8m=(w8mi, j ) for w
8m as
wm& j, m&i if i< j<m;
:
n&m+i
l=1
wm&i, n&l+1& :
m&i&1
l=1
wl, m&i if i< j=m;
w8mi, j := &wm&i, n+m+1& j if i<m< j;
:
n+m& j
l=1
wl, n+m+1& j& :
j&m&1
l=1
wn+m+1& j, n&l+1 if m=i< j;
wn+m+1& j, n+m+1&i if m<i< j.
(2.46)
Throughout the following, fix _ and let k=_m ,
:
i< j
/[(8m_) i>(8m _)j] w8mi, j (2.47)
= :
i< j<m
/[(ck_)m&i>(ck_)m& j] wm& j, m&i
+ :
i<m
/[(ck _)m&i>k] } \ :
n&m+i
l=1
wm&i, n&l+1& :
m&i&1
l=1
wl, m&i+
& :
i<m< j
/[(ck _)m&i>(ck _)n+m+1& j] } wm&i, n+m+1& j
+ :
m< j
/[k>(ck _)n+m+1& j] } \ :
n+m& j
l=1
wl, n+m+1& j
& :
j&m&1
l=1
wn+m+1& j, n&l+1+
+ :
m<i< j
/[(ck _)n+m+1&i>(ck _)n+m+1& j] } wn+m+1& j, n+m+1&i
(2.48)
= :
i< j<m
/[(ck_) j>(ck_) i] wi, j
+ :
i<m
/[(ck _) i>k] \ :
n&i
l=1
wi, n&l+1& :
i&1
l=1
wl, i+
& :
i<m< j
/[(ck _) i>(ck _) j] wi, j
+ :
m< j
/[k>(ck _) j] \ :
j&1
l=1
wl, j& :
n& j
l=1
wj, n&l+1+
+ :
m<i< j
/[(ck _) j>(ck _) i] wi, j . (2.49)
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Step (2.49) is obtained from (2.48) by replacing i with m&i in the sums
where i<m, replacing i with n+m+1&i in the sums where m<i, making
similar replacements for j, and then swapping i and j in the first and last
sums.
Next, we evaluate the five / expressions in (2.49). Using the definition of
ck given by equation (2.12), we analyze the five cases in order.
[i< j<m]. There are four subcases to consider, depending on
whether _i<k or _i>k, and whether _j<k or _ j>k. The resulting values
are given by
/[_i>_j] if _ i , _ j<k or _i , _j>k;
/[(ck_) j>(ck _) i]={0 if _ j<k<_i ; (2.50)1 if _i<k<_j .
[i<m]. If _i<k then (ck_) i=k&_ i<k, so /[(ck _) i>k]=0. If
_i>k then (ck _) i=n+k+1&_ i>k, so /[(ck_) i>k]=1. Hence, in this
case, /[(ck _) i>k]=/[_ i>k].
[i<m< j]. Again looking at the four subcases, we obtain the
following table of values for /[(ck_) i>(ck _) j],
/[_j>_i] if _ i , _ j<k or _i , _j>k;
/[(ck_) i>(ck _) j]={1 if _ j<k<_i ; (2.51)0 if _i<k<_j .
[m< j]. This is similar to the i<m case. We get /[k>(ck_) j]=
/[k>_ j].
[m<i< j]. This is identical to the i< j<m case.
Filling these five cases into (2.49) yields
:
i< j
/[(8m _) i>(8m_) j] w8mi, j (2.52)
= :
i< j<m
(/[k>_i>_j]+/[_j>k>_i]+/[_ i>_j>k]) wi, j
+ :
i<m
/[_i>k] \ :
n&i
l=1
wi, n&l+1& :
i&1
l=1
wl, i+
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& :
i<m< j
(/[k>_ j>_i]+/[_i>k>_j]+/[_j>_i>k]) wi, j
+ :
m< j
/[k>_j] \ :
j&1
l=1
wl, j& :
n& j
l=1
wj, n&l+1+
+ :
m<i< j
(/[k>_ i>_j]+/[_j>k>_i]+/[_ i>_j>k]) wi, j .
(2.53)
Note that
:
i<m
/[_i>k] \ :
n&i
l=1
wi, n&l+1& :
i&1
l=1
wl, i+
= :
m&1
i=1
:
n
j=i+1
/[_i>k] wi, j& :
i< j<m
/[_ j>k] wi, j (2.54)
and that
:
m< j
/[k>_j] \ :
j&1
l=1
wl, j& :
n& j
l=1
wj, n&l+1+
= :
n
j=m+1
:
j&1
i=1
/[k>_j] wi, j& :
m<i< j
/[k>_i] wi, j . (2.55)
Substituting (2.54) and (2.55) into (2.53) yields
:
i< j
/[(8m_) i>(8m _) j] w8mi, j (2.56)
= :
i< jm
(/[k>_ i>_j]+/[_j>k>_i]+/[_i>_ j>k]
+/[_i>k]&/[_j>k]) wi, j
& :
i<m< j
(/[k>_j>_i]+/[_ i>k>_j]+/[_j>_i>k]
&/[k>_j]&/[_i>k]) wi, j
+ :
mi< j
(/[k>_i>_j]+/[_ j>k>_i]
+/[_i>_j>k]+/[k>_j]&/[k>_i]) wi, j . (2.57)
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Now, direct computation considering the six possible orderings of _i , _ j ,
and k (=_m), and considering the i=m and j=m cases as well, shows that
each of the three expressions
/[k>_i>_j]+/[_j>k>_i]+ /[_i>_ j>k]+/[_i>k]&/[_j>k],
(2.58)
&/[k>_j>_i]&/[_i>k>_j]&/[_j>_i>k]+/[k>_ j]+/[_ i>k],
(2.59)
/[k>_i>_j]+/[_j>k>_i]+ /[_i>_ j>k]+/[k>_j]&/[k>_i],
(2.60)
reduces to /[_i>_j]. Hence, (2.57) simplifies to
:
i< j
/[(8m_)i>(8m_)j] w8mi, j (2.61)
= :
i< jm
/[_i>_j] wi, j+ :
i<m< j
/[_i>_j] wi, j+ :
mi< j
/[_i>_j] wi, j
(2.62)
= :
i< j
/[_i>_j] wi, j (2.63)
=w(_). K (2.64)
Theorem 2.13 does not guarantee that the core group of Sn is Dn+1 . It
asserts only that the core group contains Dn+1 . In Example 1.1, we found
that the core group of S3 was contained in D4 , so D4 is the core group in
that case. We have computationally verified that the core groups of S4 and
S5 are only D5 and D6 respectively, and we strongly suspect that the core
group of Sn is Dn+1 for each n>5 as well.
Theorem 2.13 is interesting because the dihedral group Dn+1 is classi-
cally described as the group of the symmetries of a regular polygon of n
sides (see [15, p. 19]). The two generators a and b of Dn+1 are usually
taken as two well-defined permutations in Sn+1 (not in Sn).
2.7. The orbits of Dn+1 on Sn . When the group Dn+1 of bijections
generated by the involutions 8m acts on Sn , orbits are produced. In
Example 1.1, we saw that D4 induced on S3 two orbits consisting of a
single element each and a ‘‘square’’ orbit using the remaining four elements
of S3 (Fig. 5). Figures 4 and 5 show the orbits produced on S4 and S5 by
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FIG. 4. The orbits of S4 under D5 .
D5 and D6 , respectively. In the figures, the permutations are ordered
lexicographically (starting with zero for the permutation with no inver-
sions) and are displayed with their inversion patterns, which have a dot (v)
in row i and column j if the permutation has an inversion in the (i, j) posi-
tion. (As with weight matrices, the first column and last row are not dis-
played.) Figure 4 also shows the reflections in each orbit produced by 8m
for m=0, 1, 2, 3, 4. In Fig. 5, only 80 , represented by the dashed line in
each orbit, is displayed. D5 produces four orbits of size five (‘‘pentagons’’)
on S4 and four fixed points. D6 induces orbits of size one, two, three (‘‘tri-
angles’’), six (‘‘hexagons’’), and twelve (‘‘double hexagons’’) on S5 . These
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FIG. 5. The orbits of S5 under D6 .
figures suggest several interesting questions. What size orbits does Dn+1
induce on Sn? How many orbits of each size are there? What are the dif-
ferent ‘‘shapes’’ that result? What simple conditions characterize the per-
mutations that are adjacent within each orbit? We have not investigated
these questions thoroughly, but we have made some observations which
suggest that they are interesting. Of course, the possible size of an orbit
must divide 2n+2, but not all such divisors are realized. (For example, D5
produces no orbit of size two or ten on S4 .) Orbits may be of unexpected
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FIG. 5Continued
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FIG. 6. The orbit of _=15348672 # S8 under D9 .
shape. For example, it turns out that the element _=15348672 # S8 is in an
orbit of size six. However, unlike the orbits of size six in S5 , which were
hexagons, _ is in a ‘‘double triangle’’ as shown in Fig. 6.
Denote by 0n(k) the number of orbits of size k induced on Sn by the
group Dn+1 generated by the involutions 8m with m=0, 1, ..., n.
Theorems 2.14 and 2.15 describe 0n(1), the number of fixed points, and
0n(2), respectively. Throughout the following, , denotes Euler’s , function.
Theorem 2.14. There are 0n(1)=,(n+1) permutations _ # Sn such that
8m_=_ for m=0, 1, ..., n. Each such permutation is of the form
_=([m], [2m], [3m], ..., [nm]), (2.65)
where GCD(m, n+1)=1, _i=[im], and [i] denotes the residue of i modulo
n+1.
Proof. Let _=([m], [2m], ..., [nm]). Since GCD(m, n+1)=1, _ is a
valid permutation. Direct computation gives
80_=([&nm], [&(n&1) m], ..., [&2m], [&m])
=([m], [2m], ..., [nm])=_, (2.66)
so _ is a fixed point of 80 . Also,
81_=([m], [m&nm], [m&(n&1) m], ..., [m&2m])
=([m], [2m], ..., [nm])=_, (2.67)
so _ is a fixed point of 81 . Since 8m=80(80 81)m for m=0, 1, ..., n (see
proof of Theorem 2.12), we see that _ is a fixed point of 8m as well.
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To see that these are the only fixed points, let _ be an arbitrary permuta-
tion and note that
80_=81 _ O ([&_n], [&_n&1], ..., [&_1])
=(_1 , [_1&_n], [_1&_n&1], ..., [_1&_2]) (2.68)
O &_i #_1&_ i+1 for i=1, 2, ..., n&1 (2.69)
O _i #i_1 for i=1, 2, ..., n. K (2.70)
Theorem 2.15. The number of orbits of size two induced on Sn by Dn+1
is given by
0n(2)={
0
m,(m)&,(2m)
2
if n=2m;
if n=2m&1.
(2.71)
A permutation _ # S2m&1 is in an orbit of size two if and only if it satisfies
the following conditions:
(1) _1 is odd;
(2) _2 is even;
(3) _2k=k_2 for k=1, 2, ..., m&1;
(4) _2k&1=_1+(k&1) _2 for k=1, 2, ..., m;
(5) _ is not a fixed point.
Proof. First, note that
8k_=8k+l_ (2.72)
 80(80 81)k _=80(8081)k+l _ (2.73)
 _=(8081)l _ (2.74)
 80_=8l_. (2.75)
In the proof of Theorem 2.14, we saw 80_=81 _ if and only if _ was a
fixed point. Thus, _ is in an orbit of size two if and only if 8m_=8m+2_
for m=0, 1, ..., n&2 and 80_{81_ (so that _ is not a fixed point). The
implications in (2.27)(2.27) demonstrate that _ is in an orbit of size two
if and only if 80_=82_ and _ is not a fixed point. Calculation gives
80_=82 _ (2.76)
 ([&_n], ..., [&_1])=([_2&_1], _2 , [_2&_n], ..., [_2&_3]) (2.77)
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 _i+2 #_i+_2 for i=1, 2, ..., n&2 and (2.78)
&_n #_2&_1 (2.79)
 _2k #k_2 for 1kn2 and (2.80)
_2k&1 #_1+(k&1) _2 for 1k(n+1)2. (2.81)
If n=2m, then (2.79) and (2.80) give m_2 #_2m #_1&_2 , so _1 #
(m+1) _2 , making
_=([(m+1) _2], [_2], [(m+2) _2], [2_2], ..., [2m_2], [m_2]). (2.82)
Even assuming that this gives a valid permutation, direct calculation will
verify that 80_=81_, so _ would be a fixed point. Thus, if n is even, there
are no orbits of size two.
Now let n=2m&1. (2.30) and (2.32) give _1+(m&1) _2 #_2m&1=
_n #_1&_2 . This reduces to m_2 #0 (mod 2m), implying that _2 must be
even. Hence, the elements _2 , _4 , ..., _m&1 , all being multiples (mod 2m) of
_2 , must be even also, and are thus an arrangement of the numbers
2, 4, ..., 2m&2. Because _2k=k_2 for k=1, ..., m&1, the arrangement is
determined by _2 . The only values for _2 that will result in a valid per-
mutation are those for which GCD(_2 , 2m)=2. Since _2 is even, there are
,(m) choices for _2 . The elements _1 , _3 , ..., _2m&1 are composed of the
odd numbers 1, 3, ..., 2m&1. Since _2k&1 #_1+(k&1) _2 for k=1, ..., m,
these elements are distinct (and the permutation is valid) if _2 is valid.
Thus, there are m choices for _1 , giving a total of m,(m) permutations _
satisfying 80 _=82 _. Theorem 2.14 tells us that ,(2m) of these are actually
fixed points, so that leaves m,(m)&,(2m) permutations in S2m&1 which
are in orbits of size two. Dividing by two gives the number of such orbits
02m&1(2) given in the theorem. K
3. THE LINEAR ALGEBRA
To determine whether a bijection ,: Sn  Sn is in the core group of Sn ,
we need to determine whether, for any w-i statistic w, the statistic w, given
by w,(_) :=w(,_) is a w-i statistic. This is decided by investigating a linear
system of equations, which we now describe.
Order the permutations in Sn=[_(1), ..., _ (n!)], and also fix an ordering
of the N := 12 n(n&1) pairs (i, j) with 1i< jn. Define an n!_N matrix
H=(hi, j) by hi, j :=/[_(i) has an inversion in the jth position]. We will
sometimes refer to the ith row of H as the inversion pattern of _(i). (Note
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the equivalence with our previous use of the term inversion pattern, in sec-
tion 2.7.) We will often identify an element with its inversion pattern. Thus,
we say that a set of elements is independent if their inversion patterns form
a linearly independent set of vectors. Let s be a statistic on Sn , and for
notational convenience, define si :=s(_(i)) for i=1, ..., n!. Then s is a
weighted-inversion statistic if and only if the overdetermined system of
equations
Hx=s (3.1)
has a solution. (The solution vector x would give the weights.) Since the
system has a solution if and only if s is in the column space of H, we obtain
the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. A statistic s on Sn is a weighted-inversion statistic if and
only if s=(s(_(1)), ..., s(_(n!))) is in the column space of H.
Thus, this lemma and the definition of the core group (Definition 2.6)
combine to give the following corollary. Note that since we have fixed an
ordering of Sn , a bijection , on Sn naturally induces a bijection on the set
[n!]=[1, 2, ..., n!], which we will also call ,.
Corollary 3.2. A bijection ,: [n!]  [n!] is in the core group of Sn if
and only if for every vector s=(s1 , ..., sn!) in the column space of H the
vector (s,(1) , ..., s,(n!)) is also in the column space of H.
It turns out that the following alternate form of Corollary 3.2 will be
more convenient for subsequent results. It is a consequence of the fact that
, is in the core group if and only if ,&1 is in the core group.
Corollary 3.3. A bijection ,: [n!]  [n!] is in the core group of Sn if
and only if for every vector s=(s1 , ..., sn!) in the column space of H the
vector (s,&1(1) , ..., s,&1(n!)) is also in the column space of H.
We can now obtain a characterization of the core group of Sn based
solely on the matrix H. Note that when we say a bijection ,: [n!]  [n!]
acts on the rows of H to produce H,, we mean that the ith row of H
becomes the ,(i)th row of H,, or hi, j=h,,(i), j for i=1, ..., n!.
Theorem 3.4. Let ,: [n!]  [n!] be a bijection, and let H, be the
matrix obtained by letting , act on the rows of H. Then , is in the core group
of Sn if and only if the column space of H is the same as the column space
of H ,.
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Proof. First suppose , preserves the column space of H, and let
s=(s1 , ..., sn!) be in the column space. By Corollary 3.3, we must verify that
s,=(s,&1(1) , ..., s,&1(n!)) is in the column space of H. But if x=(x1 , ..., xN)
is a vector of coefficients such that si=Nj=1 x j hi, j for i=1, ..., n!, then
s,&1(i)=Nj=1 xjh,&1(i), j=
N
j=1 x jh
,
i, j , so that s
, is in the column space of
H,, and hence of H.
Now suppose , is in the core group. We need to show that s=(s1 , ..., sn!)
is in the column space of H,. Since the ranks of H and H, are equal, this
would verify that the column spaces of H and H, are the same. By
Corollary 3.3, since ,&1 is in the core group, s,&1=(s,(1) , ..., s,(n!)) is in the
column space of H. So, there is a vector of coefficients y=( y1 , ..., yN) such
that s,(i)=Nj=1 y jh i, j for i=1, ..., n!. Replacing i by ,
&1(i) gives
si=Nj=1 y jh,&1(i), j=
N
j=1 yjh
,
i, j , so that s is in the column space of H
,.
The next lemma leads to a more useful form of the above theorem.
Lemma 3.5. The row spaces of two m_n matrices A and B are the same
if and only if the nullspaces of A and B are the same. K
Proof. Performing elementary row operations on A neither changes the
row space nor the nullspace, so reducing both A and B to some canonical
(e.g., reduced row-echelon) form will show that the respective spaces are
the same. K
Theorem 3.6. Let ,: [n!]  [n!] be a bijection, and let H, be the
matrix obtained by letting , act on the rows of H. Then , is in the core group
of Sn if and only if the nullspace of H is the same as the nullspace of
(H,). (A denotes the transpose of the matrix A.)
Proof. Let A=H  and B=(H,) in Lemma 3.5 and apply Theo-
rem 3.4. K
To compute the core group of Sn for a given n using Theorem 3.6, first
establish orderings of Sn and of the inversion positions, then form the
matrix H and determine its rank. The dimension of the nullspace of H is
then n!&rank(H). We isolate in the following remark the key idea that
provides us with a useful way to compute the core group.
Remark 3.7. The nullspace of H tells us what dependencies exist
among the rows of H. The core group of Sn consists of all the permutations
of the rows of H which preserves this set of dependencies.
That is, denoting the m rows of H by r1 , ..., rm , there is a natural
isomorphism between the nullspace of H and the space of linear relations
of the form x1 r1+ } } } +xmrm=0. Since the rows of H are the columns of
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H, an element x=(x1 , ..., xm) is in the nullspace of H if and only if
x1 r1+ } } } +xm rm=0. For our purposes, it will be more convenient to
work with the space of linear relations among the rows of H than with the
nullspace of H.
An actual computation is made feasible by observing that we only need
to check preservation on the set of all dependencies having a certain form,
as long as the rank of the set is n!&rank(H). We illustrate this idea in the
following example.
Example 3.8 (the core group of S3 revisitedsee Example 1.1). If we
order S3 as (_(1), ..., _ (6))=(123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321) and put the three
inversion positions in the order (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), then the resulting
matrix H is
0 0 0
0 0 1
H=_1 0 0& . (3.2)0 1 11 1 01 1 1
The rank of H is three, so the dimension of the nullspace of H is
3!&3=3. One can verify that a basis for the nullspace is given by the vec-
tors (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, &1, &1, 0, 1), and (0, &1, 0, 0, &1, 1). If we
denote the ith row of H by ri , then these three basis elements give us the
dependencies
r1=0; (3.3)
r3+r4=r6 ; (3.4)
r2+r5=r6 . (3.5)
Looking at the matrix H, we can see that the only dependencies of the form
ri+rj=rk (with i, j, k distinct) among the rows are the two in (3.4) and
(3.5). Also, the only relation of the form ri=0 is given by (3.3). Hence, the
core group of S3 consists of all the permutations of the set [r1 , ..., r6]
which preserve the set of relations containing (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5). r1 and
r6 obviously have to be fixed. Checking the remaining 24 permutations of
r2 , r3 , r4 , and r5 yields the following eight elements of the core group (in
cycle notation): (r3 r4), (r2 r5), (r3 r4)(r2 r5), (r2 r3)(r4 r5), (r2 r4)(r3 r5),
(r2 r3 r5 r4), (r2 r4 r5 r3), and the identity. Thus, the core group of S3 is
D4 , in agreement with Example 1.1.
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4. SUBSETS OF Sn
In Section 2, we defined the core group of a general set A but have thus
far only considered the case A=Sn . In this section we investigate core
groups of some subsets of Sn . All the appropriate definitions (e.g., for
weighted-inversion statistics, etc.) that we have set forth for Sn apply
almost without change to subsets A/Sn .
We begin by pointing out a minor convenience. Let us denote by e the
identity permutation 123 } } } n # Sn . We single out e because it is the only
element of Sn which has no inversions. Its value for any w-i statistic is
therefore zero. It turns out that we may safely discard e from any subset
under consideration without changing the core group. For the
straightforward proof of the following lemma, see [6, pp. 4950].
Lemma 4.1. If A/Sn , then the core group of A"[e] is isomorphic to the
core group of A.
4.1. Complications. Many of the properties enjoyed by w-i statistics on
Sn fail to hold for w-i statistics on subsets of Sn . We will see, for instance,
that both statements in Lemma 2.2 are falsethe weight matrix for a given
w-i statistic is not necessarily unique, and the elements of such a matrix
may not even be integers. (The statistical values themselves must still by
definition be integers.) We consider these to be complications in light of
our original method of computing D-core groups, which required us to find
all the w-i statistics having distribution D. Computationally, we looped
through the possible values of the (integer) weights. Now, not only may
several weight matrices give the same statistic, but there may be infinitely
many such matrices, with irrational weights. (Fortunately, we will be able
to apply the methods developed in Section 3, which do not require
knowledge of the actual statistics.)
Example 4.2. Consider the Alternating subgroup A3=[123, 231,
312]/S3 . By Lemma 4.1, we can discard 123 and consider only the two
remaining permutations _(1)=231 and _ (2)=312. Let D=[d1 , d2] be a
distribution. There are two statistics s having distribution D, either
s(231)=d1 and s(312)=d2 or vice versa (or only one statistic if d1=d2).
If s(231)=d1 , then the system of equations we must solve to determine
whether s is a w-i statistic is
w12
_01
1
1
1
0&_w13&=_d1d2& . (4.1)w23
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This system has solution
W=_d2&x}
x
d1&x& , (4.2)
where x is an arbitrary parameter. Thus, every statistic s on A3 such that
s(123)=0 is a w-i statistic, and we see that there are infinitely many ways
to represent s in terms of a weight matrix W. Note, however, that the
matrix G of statistical values (as described in Section 2) is simply
G=_d1d2
d2
d1& (4.3)
if d1 {d2 or
G=[d1 d1] (4.4)
if d1=d2 . In either case, either permutation of the columns results in a per-
mutation of the rows, so the core group of A3 is S2 .
4.2. Linear algebra revisited. Upon careful review of the discussions and
results in Section 3, one finds no dependence on the fact that all of Sn was
being considered. Indeed, once the matrix H was constructed, its source
was no longer needed. Thus, the results, with suitable modifications, still
hold for subsets of Sn as well as any set of objects on which we may define
inversions and w-i statistics. For completeness and convenience, we restate
here without proof the (generalized) relevant results from Section 3.
Let A be a set of m objects on which we can define inversions. Order the
elements in A=[a1 , ..., am], and also fix an ordering of the N inversion
positions. Define an m_N matrix H=(hi, j) by h i, j :=/[ai has an inver-
sion in the jth position]. Let s be a statistic on A, and for notational con-
venience, define si :=s(ai) for i=1, ..., m. Then s is a weighted-inversion
statistic if and only if the system of equations
Hx=s (4.5)
has a solution.
Lemma 4.3. A statistic s on A is a weighted-inversion statistic if and only
if s is in the column space of H.
Corollary 4.4. A bijection ,: [m]  [m] is in the core group of A if
and only if for every vector s=(s1 , ..., sm) in the column space of H the
vector (s,(1) , ..., s,(m)) is also in the column space of H.
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Corollary 4.5. A bijection ,: [m]  [m] is in the core group of A if
and only if for every vector s=(s1 , ..., sm) in the column space of H the
vector (s,&1(1) , ..., s,&1(m)) is also in the column space of H.
Theorem 4.6. Let ,: [m]  [m] be a bijection, and let H, be the
matrix obtained by letting , act on the rows of H. Then , is in the core group
of A if and only if the column space of H is the same as the column space
of H ,.
Theorem 4.7. Let ,: [m]  [m] be a bijection, and let H, be the
matrix obtained by letting , act on the rows of H. Then , is in the core group
of A if and only if the nullspace of H is the same as the nullspace of (H,).
Thus, as before, we form the matrix H from the elements of A, determine
its rank, and find all the dependence relations of a certain form (or forms)
among the rows. If this set of relations is of rank m&rank(H), the rank of
the nullspace of H, then the core group of A is the group of permutations
of the rows of H which preserve this set of relations. In particular, if H con-
sists of m independent rows, then there are no dependence relations among
the rows, so any permutation of the rows will preserve the (trivial)
nullspace of H , and the core group would then be Sm . This happens in
the following example.
Example 4.8. Let A=A3 "[123], as in Example 4.1. If a1=231,
a2=312, and the inversion positions are ordered (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), then
H=_01
1
1
1
0& . (4.6)
H is of rank two, so the nullspace of H is trivial. The core group of A is
thus S2 , as we found before.
Now let us look at a less trivial example, the Alternating subgroup
A4 /S4 . (Despite our examples, we should mention that there does not
seem to be any compelling reasons to consider subgroups of Sn rather than
subsets. The group structure has no discernible effect on the dependence
relations among the rows of H.) Here we will work directly with the matrix
H as above, but we will also look at the w-i statistics which arise.
Example 4.9. Let Wn be the subgroup of S2n defined by
Wn=[(x1 , ..., x2n) # S2n | xi+x2n+1&i=2n+1, for i=1, ..., n]. (4.7)
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Wn is a subgroup, since (x b x$) i+(x b x$)2n+1&i=x$xi+x$x2n+1& i=x$xi+
x$2n+1&xi=2n+1. Wn is the Weyl Group of type Bn . (See Subsection 4.3 for
a further discussion of Wn .)
We will show that W5 is the core group of A4 /S4 . Eliminating the ele-
ment 1234, we order the remaining eleven elements a1=1342, a2=1423,
a3=2143, a4=2314, a5=3124, a6=2431, a7=3241, a8=3412, a9=4132,
a10=4213, and a11=4321. If the inversion positions are ordered (1, 2),
(1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4), then
r1 0 0 0 0 1 1
r2 0 0 0 1 1 0
r3 1 0 0 0 0 1
r4 0 1 0 1 0 0
r5 1 1 0 0 0 0
H= r6 = 0 0 1 1 1 1 . (4.8)
r7 1 0 1 0 1 1
r8 0 1 1 1 1 0
r9 1 1 1 0 0 0
r10 1 1 1 1 0 0
r11 1 1 1 1 1 1
H has rank six. The first five rows of H are independent. Element a11&i is
the complement of ai (a11&i=cai) for i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, so rows six through
ten are independent as well. The only relations of the form ri+rj=rk
among the eleven rows are
r1+r10=r11 ;
r2+r9=r11 ;
r3+r8=r11 ; (4.9)
r4+r7=r11 ;
r5+r6=r11 .
Since r1 through r5 are independent, these five relations are independent.
The dimension of the nullspace of H is 11&rank(H)=5, so these five
relations are of full rank. The core group of A4 is therefore the group of
permutations of the rows r1 through r11 which preserve these relations.
Clearly, r11 must be fixed. As for the other rows, we can freely swap ri and
r11&i for i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and we can also permute the pairs (ri , r11&i) (e.g.,
one element of the core group, in cycle notation, would be (r2 r8)(r3 r9)).
One can intuitively see that this group is isomorphic to W5=
[(x1 , ..., x10) # S10 | xi+x11&i=11 for i=1, ..., 5]. With 25 } 5!=3840
elements, W5 is our first example of a core group containing more than just
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a few elements. Among other things, this demonstrates that there is not
necessarily any correlation between the sizes of a set A and its core group.
Continuing with this example, let us now look at the system of equations
Hw=s used to find the w-i statistics, where si is the statistical value to
be assigned to ai for i=1, ..., 11. The rank of H matches the number
of unknowns (six), so there is at most one solution for any particular s.
A valid s may be obtained by arbitrarily choosing s11 and then sis11 for
i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The other values are then determined to be s11&i=s11&si .
Recalling our notation 7s=s11 for the sum of the weights in W, the solu-
tion to the system is given by
w1, 2= 12 (&s1+s2+s3&s4+s5); (4.10)
w1, 3= 12 (s1&s2&s3+s4+s5); (4.11)
w1, 4=7s& 12 (s1+s2+s3+s4+s5); (4.12)
w2, 3= 12 (&s1+s2+s3+s4&s5); (4.13)
w2, 4= 12 (s1+s2&s3&s4+s5); (4.14)
w3, 4= 12 (s1&s2+s3+s4&s5). (4.15)
So here we have a case where the weights are uniquely determined, but
they are not necessarily integers. However, any weight that is not an
integer must be a half-integer, so we cannot have, for example, irrational
weights as in Example 4.2.
4.3. The Weyl group of type Bn . In Example 4.9, we found that the core
group of A4 was W5 , which we claimed was the Weyl group of type B5 .
This Weyl group is defined and discussed in [16, pp. 35]. Our first goal
in this section is to demonstrate that W5 as defined in the preceding section
is indeed the Weyl group. In Example 4.10 we will describe an infinite
family of sets Cn of permutations, where the core group of Cn is Wn .
Let Gn be the semi-direct product of Sn and Zn2 defined as follows. (The
elements of Zn2 are n-tuples of zeros and ones, with coordinate-wise
arithmetic modulo 2.) For _, _$ # Sn and z, z$ # Zn2 , let (_, z) } (_$, z$)=
(_ b _$, z_(z$)), where _ acts on the coordinates of z$ (so that _(z$) i=z$_i).
We want to show that Wn $Gn .
Let x =min[x, 2n+1&x]. Define 8: Wn  Gn by 8(x)=((x1 , ..., xn ),
(/[x1 {x1 ], ..., /[xn {xn ])). It is not hard to verify that 8(x) } 8(x$)=
8(x b x$) for x, x$ # Wn (for details, see [6, p. 58]). The process of con-
structing 8(x) from x is clearly reversible, so 8 is an isomorphism. Hence,
Wn $Gn .
Example 4.9 suggests a method of constructing an infinite family of sets
Cn of permutations where the core group of Cn is Wn . (This would give us
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an example of a solution to the ‘‘inverse’’ problem of starting with a finite
group G and finding a set A whose core group is G.) In the example, the
matrix H consisted of five independent rows, their complements, and a row
of all ones (independent of the five rows, making rank(H)=6). We define
similar sets in the following example.
Example 4.10. Let us define Cn (n2) to be the set of all permutations
in Sn+1 having exactly one inversion, together with their complements and
the permutation (n+1, n, ..., 1). There are n permutations in Sn+1 with a
single inversion, which we label ai=(1, ..., i&1, i+1, i, i+2, ..., n+1) for
i=1, ..., n. Let a2n+1&i=cai for i=1, ..., n, and a2n+1=(n+1, n, ..., 1). The
row ri of H corresponding to ai for 1in will consist of ( n+12 )&1 zeros
and a single one, and these n rows will clearly be independent. The rows
r2n+1&i corresponding to the complements will contain a single zero and
( n+12 )&1 ones. The last row r2n+1 of H, containing all ones, is independent
of the first n rows since, for example, none of the first n rows have a one
in the column corresponding to inversion position (1, 3). The rank of H is
n+1, so the dimension of the nullspace of H  is 2n+1&(n+1)=n. The
set of relations ri+r2n+1&i=r2n+1 is therefore of full rank. Moreover,
these are the only such relations of this form. As in Example 4.9, the core
group of Cn consists of all the permutations of the rows ri of H which
preserve these relations. r2n+1 must be fixed, r i and r2n+1&i can be freely
swapped, and the pairs (ri , r2n+1&i) can be permuted. The core group of
Cn is therefore Wn .
It should be noted that Example 4.10 does not generalize Example 4.9,
but is motivated by it. While it is true that the core group of A4 is W5 , we
have not determined the core group of An in general.
5. MULTIPERMUTATIONS
The definition of core group applies to any set of objects on which we
can define w-i statistics. Thus far we have considered only sets of permuta-
tions. However, we have all the tools in place to compute the core group
of any set of objects A, if we are provided with a suitable definition of a
weighted-inversion statistic on A. After permutations, the most logical
objects to consider are probably multipermutations, which we pursue in
this chapter. We discuss briefly some other types of objects and generaliza-
tions in Section 6.
Since we can use some of the same notations for permutations of a multi-
set as we did for permutations of a set, the definitions of inversions and
weighted-inversion statistics remain unchanged (except that n now denotes
the length of a multipermutation).
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Since ordinary permutations are special cases of multipermutations, we
might expect additional complications in computing the core group of a set
of multipermutations, a phenomenon we experienced when generalizing
from Sn to subsets of Sn in Section 4. Happily, there are few. One worth
mentioning is the fact that two distinct multipermutations may have identi-
cal inversion patterns. (That is, the two rows of H corresponding to two
distinct multipermutations may be the same.) One consequence of this is
that we cannot necessarily throw out ‘‘the’’ multipermutation with no
inversions (as we could with Sn), since there may be more than one of
them. However, if we restrict our attention to permutations of a fixed mul-
tiset (a situation which contains Sn as a special case), then a multipermuta-
tion is uniquely determined by its inversion pattern, as we establish in the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. If ? and ?$ are two permutations of the same multiset M and
they have identical inversion patterns, then ?=?$.
Proof. We explain how to recover a permutation ? of a multiset M
with n elements from a valid inversion table. Having established
?1 , ..., ? i&1 , obtain ? i by doing the following. Let M$=M"[?1 , ..., ?i&1]
and let k be the number of j, i+1 jn such that ?i>?j , as given by the
inversion table. Then ?i is larger than exactly k elements of M$, a fact
which allows us to determine ?i uniquely. K
The main consequence of this is that we may, without affecting the core
group, eliminate the multipermutation with no inversions if it happens to
be in the set under consideration, as we did for subsets of Sn .
In gathering material for this work, we investigated several simple sets of
multipermutations (e.g., all permutations of the multisets [1, 1, 2, 3] and
[1, 1, 2, 3, 3]), but found that the core groups were trivial or very small
(i.e., uninteresting). However, when we turned our attention to multiper-
mutations of a fixed number of zeros and ones, the situation improved
dramatically. We will focus on this particular case for the remainder of this
section. In a certain sense, this is as far from ordinary permutations as we
can get within the realm of multipermutations. Permutations in Sn can be
thought of as multipermutations of a relatively large alphabet with mini-
mum multiplicities, while we will now consider multipermutations on a
minimal alphabet with relatively large multiplicities.
Let Mn, k , with 0kn, be the set of permutations (of length n) of the
multiset [0k, 1n&k]. We call the zeros and ones bits. A multipermutation ?
will have an inversion in the (i, j) position if ?i>?j , which in this case
means ?i=1 and ?j=0. Denote by Gn, k the core group of Mn, k . It is not
known what Gn, k is for general n and k, but below we establish the core
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group in some special cases. Also, as we did for Sn , we obtain a partial
result regarding Gn, k by showing that the group contains Sk _Sn&k as a
subgroup. Unlike the Sn case, where we conjectured that Dn+1 is the whole
core group, we know that Sk_Sn&k may be strictly a subgroup of Gn, k ,
as we have several easy examples where the core group is much larger.
Theorem 5.2. (i) If 0kn, then Gn, k $Gn, n&k . (ii) If n0 then
Gn, 0 $Gn, n $S1 , the trivial group. (iii) If n2 then Gn, 1 $Gn, n&1 $Sn&1 .
(iv) If n3 then Gn, 2 $Gn, n&2 $S(2n)&1 .
Proof. (i) Let us borrow for a moment the notation for the reverse-
complement used in Section 2. and define an involution 80 : Mn, k  Mn, k
by (80 ?) i :=1&?n+1&i for ? # Mn, k . Then ? has an inversion in the (i, j)
position if and only if 80? has an inversion in the (n+1& j, n+1&i)
position. Thus, if we fix an ordering of the inversion positions and use it
to form the matrix H for Mn, k and H$ for Mn, n&k , then H and H$ differ
only by a rearrangement of the columns. (Recall that each column
corresponds to an inversion position.) Any rearrangement of the rows that
preserves the column space of H trivially preserves the column space of H$
as well, so by Theorem 4.6, the core groups are isomorphic.
(ii) Mn, 0 and Mn, n each contain a single element with no inversions,
so the core group is trivial.
(iii) Mn, n&1 contains n multipermutations with n&1 zeros and a
single one. Eliminating from consideration the multipermutation with no
inversions (00 } } } 01), it is easy to see that the inversion patterns of the
remaining n&1 multipermutations are independent, since no pair of them
share a common inversion. The matrix H therefore is composed of n&1
independent rows, making the core group Sn&1 . By (i), Gn, 1 is also
isomorphic to Sn&1 .
(iv) As in case (iii) above, we eliminate the multipermutation with
no inversions (00...011) and show that the rows of H are independent,
implying that Gn, n&2 $S ( 2n )&1 . To do this, we will use induction on n.
(The assertion that Gn, 2 $Gn, n&2 is true by (i).) If n=3, then (iii) gives the
desired result. Mn, n&2 contains n&1 multipermutations with a one in
the first position (and a second one in one of the other n&1 positions). The
rows of H corresponding to the remaining ( n&12 )&1 elements of Mn, n&2
are independent by the induction hypothesis. Also, because they begin with
a zero, these ( n&12 )&1 multipermutations do not have inversions in the
(1, j) position for any j # [2, ..., n], whereas each of the n&1 multipermuta-
tions beginning with a one has an inversion in the (1, j) position for all but
one of the values of j. Thus, these n&1 multipermutations are independent
of the others. We just need to show that these n&1 multipermutations
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form an independent set themselves. Ordered lexicographically, the n&1
multipermutations beginning with a one are
1000 } } } 0001
1000 } } } 0010
1000 } } } 0100
b (5.1)
1010 } } } 0000
1100 } } } 0000
and the first n&1 columns of the corresponding rows of H, if we order the
inversion positions in our usual way, are
1 1 1 } } } 1 1 0
1 1 1 } } } 1 0 1
1 1 1 } } } 0 1 1
b b b . . . b b b . (5.2)
1 1 0 } } } 1 1 1
1 0 1 } } } 1 1 1
0 1 1 } } } 1 1 1
It is easy to verify that the rows of this submatrix of H are independent by
performing row operationsadd the negative of the first row to each of the
other rows, then add each of the other rows to the first row. The resulting
rows are clearly independent, and hence so are the rows of H. K
Theorem 5.3. Gn, k contains Sk_Sn&k as a subgroup.
Proof. Let ,=(_(1), _(2)) # Sk _Sn&k act on the elements ? of Mn, k by
permuting the first k bits of ? according to _(1) and the last n&k bits
according to _(2). Without loss of generality, we may assume that , is an
involution which simply swaps the l and (l+1)st bits (with l{k), as
these elements are known to generate Sk_Sn&k . Given a w-i statistic w, we
need to show that the statistic w, defined by w,(?) :=w(,?) for all ? # Mn, k
is a w-i statistic. To do this, we exhibit weights w,i, j which give w
,. Define
w,i, j by
w,i, j := wi, j if [i, j] & [l, l+1]=<; (5.3)
w,i, l := wi, l+1 &
wl, l+1
k&l = if 1il&1; (5.4)w,i, l+1 := wi, l+wl, l+1k&l
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w,l, j := wl+1, j &
wl, l+1
k&l = if l+2jn; (5.5)w,l+1, j := wl , j+wl, l+1k&l
w,l, l+1 := wl, l+1 . (5.6)
To verify that these weights give w,, we compute i< j /[(,?) i>
(,?) j] w,i, j and find that it reduces to w(?);
:
1i< jn
/[(,?) i>(,?) j] w,i, j (5.7)
= :
[i, j] & [l, l+1]=<
1i< jn
/[?i>? j] wi, j
+ :
l&1
i=1 \/[?i>?l+1] \wi, l+1&
wl, l+1
k&l +
+/[?i>?l] \wi, l+wl, l+1k&l ++
+ :
n
j=l+2 \/[?l+1>?j] \wl+1, j&
wl, l+1
k&l +
+/[?l>? j] \wl, j+wl, l+1k&l ++
+/[?l+1>?l] wl, l+1 (5.8)
=w(?)&/[?l>?l+1] wl, l+1+/[?l+1>?l] wl, l+1
+
wl, l+1
k&l _ :
l&1
i=1
(/[?i>?l]&/[?i>?l+1])
+ :
n
j=l+2
(/[?l>?j]&/[?l+1>? j])& (5.9)
=w(?). (5.10)
Step (5.10) is obtained from (5.9) by considering the three cases ?l=?l+1 ,
?l<?l+1 , and ?l>?l+1 . K
We thus see that the core group of Mn, k contains at least k! } (n&k)!
elements. Looking at Theorem 5.2, we see that Gn, 1 $S1_Sn&1 , so
Theorem 5.3 gives the entire core group if k=1. However, if k=2,
Theorem 5.1 gives Gn, 2 $S( 2n )&1 , a group which is much larger than
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S2 _Sn&2 . We have no general result giving the core group if k3, but we
have computed Gn, 3 for n=6, 7, 8 via computer. It turns out that G6, 3 (72
elements) and G7, 3 (1152 elements) are larger than the subgroups given in
Theorem 5.3 (of orders 36 and 144, respectively), yet the core group of
M8, 3 is simply S3_S5 . We present the group G6, 3 in the following
example. G7, 3 is closely related to G6, 3 , but is more difficult to describe.
For details about G7, 3 and how it was computed, see [6, pp. 7478].
Example 5.4. If we order the 20 elements of M6, 3 lexicographically, so
that 000111 is first and 111000 is last, throw out the first element (with no
inversions), and let ri denote the ith row of the resulting 19_15 matrix H,
then the complete list of relations of the form r i1+ri2+ri3=r i4+r i5+r i6+
ri7 , where i1<i2<i3 , i4<i5<i6<i7 , and the ij are all distinct, is given by
r7+r14+r18=r1+r5+r12+r19
r7+r15+r17=r2+r4+r12+r19
r8+r13+r18=r1+r6+r11+r19
r8+r15+r16=r3+r4+r11+r19
(5.11)
r9+r13+r17=r2+r6+r10+r19
r9+r14+r16=r3+r5+r10+r19 .
The rank of H is 14, so the dimension of the nullspace of H is 19&14=5.
The reason we chose the particular form of relation above is that the given
set of relations (5.7) also has rank 5, so it spans the nullspace. (These facts,
as well as most facts asserted in this and the following example, were
obtained and verified via computer.) Thus, the group G6, 3 is the group of
permutations of the symbols ri which preserve the set of relations (5.11). Of
course, checking all the permutations of 19 symbols is not feasible, so we
need to make some preliminary observations. Note that the symbols r7 , r8 ,
r9 , r13 , r14 , r15 , r16 , r17 , and r18 only appear on the left side of the relations,
and the remaining symbols only appear on the right. (If one writes out the
multipermutations in lexicographic order, one would find that the nine on
the left side of the relations (5.11) are precisely the multipermutations con-
taining two ones in the first three positions and a single one in one of the
last three positions.) Because the set of six relations must be preserved, we
see that these nine symbols must be permuted among themselves. Of the
9!=362880 such permutations (a number small enough for a computer to
handle), 72 of them preserve the set of six sets of three symbols which make
up the left side of the above six relations. The symbols on the right side of
the relations correspond to the complements of the multipermutations
occurring on the left side (ordered lexicographically, the ith multipermuta
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tion is the complement of the (19&i)th multipermutation), together with
r19 , which obviously must be fixed since it is the only symbol occurring in
all six relations. Thus, 72 permutations of the symbols on the right will
preserve the six sets of four symbols, reflecting the 72 permutations which
do the same thing on the left. That is, any of the 72 permutations preserv-
ing the left sides determine a permutation of the six relations, which in turn
determines uniquely a valid permutation of the symbols on the right side,
and vice versa. Thus, G6, 3 consists of these 72 elements.
So what is the structure of G6, 3? We have found two particularly nice
ways of representing it. One way to directly describe the valid permutations
of the nine symbols r7 , r8 , r9 , r13 , r14 , r15 , r16 , r17 , and r18 is as follows.
Label all the lattice points on the two-dimensional cartesian plane with the
following repetitive pattern.
. . . b b b b b b . . .
} } } r7 r8 r9 r7 r8 r9 } } }
} } } r13 r14 r15 r13 r14 r15 } } }
} } } r16 r17 r18 r16 r17 r18 } } }
(5.12)
} } } r7 r8 r9 r7 r8 r9 } } }
} } r13 r14 r15 r13 r14 r15 } } }
} } } r16 r17 r18 r16 r17 r18 } } }
. .
. b b b b b b . . .
Now perform any of the standard rigid motions of the plane that brings the
lattice points back into coincidence, including translations, reflections
(‘‘flips’’), and 90% rotations, and carry the labels along. Going from the old
labelling to the new labelling determines a permutation of the nine sym-
bols. Loosely speaking, there are three distinct horizontal translations,
three distinct vertical translations, two distinct reflective orientations
(flipped or not flipped), and four distinct rotational orientations, giving a
total of 3_3_2_4=72 possible permutations. These are the 72 permuta-
tions needed above.
We may also view the group G6, 3 as a group of 6_6 matrices. If we
denote the 3_3 matrices 0 and 1 by
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 :=_0 0 0& and 1 := _1 1 1& . (5.13)0 0 0 1 1 1
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and let Pi for i=1, ..., 6 denote the six 3_3 permutation matrices, then
G6, 3 is isomorphic to the group of all (6_6) matrices of the form
_ Pi0
0
Pj & or
1
3 _
1
1&3Pj
1&3Pi
1 & . (5.14)
The connection between these two descriptions of G6, 3 is fairly
straightforward. Without getting into details, the matrices of the first form
in (5.14) correspond to the translations and reflections in the earlier
description, while those of the second form involve rotations.
6. FUTURE WORK
In this section we point out some of the many questions that we have yet
to explore. We can roughly divide these questions into three categories
other objects and subsets on which we can define w-i statistics,
generalizations, and ‘‘unfinished business’’ from the work detailed in this
paper (such as verifying that the core group of Sn is Dn+1).
We have found that the core group of a set A of objects on which we can
define weighted-inversion statistics depends only on the matrix H of inver-
sion patterns. That is, it is the inversion patterns which determine the core
group, not the objects themselves, or the w-i statistics, or anything else. In
this light, the permutations in Sn and the multipermutations in Mn, k can
be viewed simply as sources of inversion patterns. So it seems natural to
define the core group of a matrix H and just start from there, without
worrying about the source of H. We could restrict H to be composed of
zeros and ones, as we get with inversion patterns, or we could consider an
arbitrary matrix H. These and some related questions are the generaliza-
tions we refer to above, and we discuss them further in Subsection 6.2.
But first, we consider other sources of inversion patterns. Despite what
was said above, having a source for the matrix H is still a most interesting
question. It would seem that a more structured source would produce more
structured inversion patterns which in turn would give a more interesting
group. Certainly, choosing an arbitrary matrix H is not likely to lead to a
very interesting result. And we should not forget that the core group was
supposed to say something about the source in the first place. So in Subsec-
tion 6.1 we mention some other possible sets A, including some special sub-
sets of multipermutations, on which we can reasonably define weighted-
inversion statistics. As we have yet to thoroughly investigate any of these
objects, we will do little beyond describing what they are, how inversions
and w-i statistics can be defined for them, and mentioning some examples.
Finally, in Subsection 6.3 we summarize many of the questions remain-
ing from our earlier work in this paper.
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6.1. Other Objects and Subsets
We describe here several combinatorial objects on which inversions have
been defined elsewhere in the literature, thus allowing us to define w-i
statistics on these objects. Whether interesting core groups result remains
to be seen.
6.1.1. Set partitions. Let In #n
:=[1, 2, ..., n], and let S(n

, k) denote
the set of partitions of In into k non-empty subsets, or blocks. We will
assume the blocks Bi of a set partition ?=(B1 , ..., Bk) of S(n
, k) are labeled
so that min Bi<min Bj whenever i< j. Motivated by [27], [33], [39],
and [40] we formulate the following four natural general weighted-inver-
sion statistics for the set partitions S(n

, k) of In into k blocks,
w1(?) := :
1l< jk
:
n
i= j+1
/[i # Bl] /[i>minBj] wi, l, j , (6.1)
w2(?) := :
1l< jk
:
n
i= j
/[i # Bj] /[i>minBl] wi, l, j , (6.2)
w3(?) := :
1l< jk
:
n&1
i=l
/[i # Bl] /[i<maxBj] wi, l, j , (6.3)
w4(?) := :
1l< jk
:
n&1
i= j
/[i # Bj] /[i<maxBl] wi, l, j , (6.4)
where W=(wi, l, j) are suitable n_( k2) weight matrices whose rows are
indexed by In and columns by the pairs [(l, j) | 1l< jk] in
lexicographic order. Unlike the case for permutations of sets or multisets,
these W are not necessarily upper-triangular.
Setting all the wi, l, j equal to 1 in (6.1)(6.4) immediately gives the set
partition inversion statistics inv1(?), inv2(?), inv3(?), inv4(?), respectively,
previously studied in [27, 33, 39]. The inv1(?) and inv2(?) first appeared
in [27, pp. 194195] as IM(?) and I m(?), respectively, then in [33, p. 75]
as inv(?) and inv@(?), and finally in [39, p. 29] as lb(?) and ls(?). The
inv3(?) and inv4(?) first arose in [39, p. 29] as the ‘‘hard’’ inversion
statistics rb(?) and rs(?) for set partitions. In general, the rb(?) and rs(?)
cannot be obtained by specializing the wi, l, j in (6.1) and (6.2).
Keeping in mind the classical case for permutations, we take wi, l, j to be
/[l= j&1]( j&1) in (6.1) and (6.2) to obtain the set partition major
index statistics maj1(?) and maj2(?), respectively. The maj1(?) and maj2(?)
first appeared in [33, pp. 6970] as maj(?) and maj@(?), respectively. The
paper [33] contains many elegant results for inv1(?)=inv(?) and
maj1(?)=maj(?). These include a bijection interchanging inv1(?) and
maj1(?) which is the set partition analog of the classical Foata [8]
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bijection giving such a map for permutations. Both papers [33, p. 72; 39,
p. 34] observe that the set partition statistics inv2(?) and maj2(?) are the
same.
A ‘‘hard’’ analog of maj1(?)=maj(?), which was mentioned in [39,
p. 45], appears explicitly as rmaj(?) in [40, p. 267]. If ?=(B1 , ..., Bk) is a
set partition in S(n

, k), then rmaj(?) can be written as
rmaj(?)= :
k&1
l=1
:
n
i=1
/[i # Bl] /[i<max Bj for some j>l] } l. (6.5)
An interpolating statistic between maj1(?)=maj(?) and rmaj(?) is
described in [40, pp. 291292]. However, maj1(?) and rmaj(?) do not have
the same distribution. Note that maj1 and rmaj have generating functions
S q(n, k) and Sq(n, k), determined by (6.7) and (6.6), respectively. Further-
more, rmaj is not a special case of w2(?) or w3(?) in (6.2) and (6.3), respec-
tively. For w2(?) just consider S(4
, 3) and the fact that the three equations
4=rmaj(1234)=w312 , 4=rmaj(1324)=w212 , and 5=rmaj(1234)=
w212+w312 are not consistent. Here, 1234 denotes the set partition
[[1, 2], [3], [4]]. The case w3(?) requires a larger counter-example in
S(6

, 3). Just note that the first four, and fifth of the following equations are
not consistent,
3=rmaj(123456)=w112+w113+w223
4=rmaj(152634)=w112+w113+w223+w512
4=rmaj(142356)=w112+w113+w223+w413
4=rmaj(142635)=w112+w113+w223+w412+w413
5=rmaj(145263)=w112+w113+w223+w412+w512 .
It would be quite interesting to find a natural ‘‘hard’’ major index maj3(?)
that is a special case of w3(?) in (6.), and which also has the same generat-
ing function Sq(n, k) as does inv3(?). Of course, a simple bijection between
such a maj3(?) and inv3(?) would be desirable. Similarly, we also seek a
natural ‘‘hard’’ major index maj4(?) which satisfies analogous conditions
for w4(?), with generating function S q(n, k) in (6.3). For now, we just con-
jecture such a maj3(?) and maj4(?).
The generating functions for the above inversion and major index
statistics invi (?) and maji (?) are the q-Stirling numbers Sq(n, k) and
S q(n, k) of the second kind first introduced by Carlitz [3, 4] and Gould
[14]. These Sq(n, k) and S q(n, k) are defined by the recursions
Sq(n+1, k)=qk&1Sq(n, k&1)+
(1&qk)
(1&q)
Sq(n, k), (6.6)
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where Sq(0, 0)=1 and Sq(n, k)=0 unless 0kn.
S q(n+1, k)=S q(n, k&1)+
(1&qk)
(1&q)
S q(n, k), (6.7)
where S q(0, 0)=1 and S q(n, k)=0 unless 0kn.
Note that Sq(n, k) and S q(n, k) are polynomials in q since (1&qk)
(1&q)=1+q+ } } } +qk&1.
We now write down the generating function relations for the above set
partition statistics inv1 , maj1 , ..., inv4 , maj4 corresponding to (6.1), ..., (6.4),
respectively. (Note that maj3 and maj4 are our conjectured major index
statistics.) Let S(n

, k) denote the set partitions of In into k blocks. We then
have
:
? # S(n, k)
qinvi (?)= :
? # S(n, k)
qmaji (?)=Sq(n, k), for i=2, 3, (6.8)
:
? # S(n, k)
qinvi (?)= :
? # S(n, k)
qmaji (?)=S q(n, k), for i=1, 4, (6.9)
where Sq(n, k) and S q(n, k) are defined by (6.6) and (6.7), respectively. The
inv2 , inv1 case of (6.8) and (6.9) first appeared in [27, p. 194]; the inv3 , inv4
case in [39, p. 38]; and the maj2 , maj1 case in [33, p. 70]. The paper [33]
proved all the equalities in the i=2 case of (6.8) and i=1 case of (6.9).
There are two natural analogs of the definition of Mahonian statistics for
set partitions S(n

, k). Just as in (6.8) or (6.9), the distribution of the
statistic must have either Sq(n, k) or S q(n, k) as its generating function.
Motivated by Example 1.1 and the above discussion involving the four
w-i statistics in (6.1)(6.4), our interest would be in computing core groups
of subsets of S(n

, k). Each of the four statistics may lead to a different core
group of a given subset of S(n

, k), because each statistic may determine a
different matrix of inversion patterns.
We have done a few preliminary computations of some core groups of
certain S(n

, k) corresponding to the w-i statistic w1(?) in (6.1).
Recall from [33, p. 75] that an inversion of a set partition
?=(B1 , ..., Bk) is a pair (i, Bj) where i # Bl , l< j, and i>min Bj . We
require the related definition that a set partition ?=(B1 , ..., Bk) has an
inversion in the (i, l, j) position if i # Bl , l< j, and i>min B j . Since
min Bj j it follows that i= j+1, ..., n. Just as in the classical case of w-i
statistics on Sn we only need to consider (i, l, j) positions in which
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1l< jk and j+1in. This is consistent with the weights w i, l, j in
(6.1). For convenience, linearly order the set partitions in S(n

, k) by put-
ting a lexicographic order on the corresponding restricted growth functions
RG(n, k). Linearly order the set of possible inversion positions by a
lexicographic ordering of the relevant triples (i, l, j).
Just as in the first two paragraphs of Section 4.2, construct the matrix
H=(hi, j) of inversion patterns by hi, j :=/[the ith set partition in S(n
, k)
has an inversion in the jth position]. (The i and j here refer to the
appropriate lexicographic ordering.)
It is now possible to compute some core groups. Denote by Gn, k the core
group of S(n

, k) that depends on the inversion patterns indexed by the
wi, l, j in (6.1). If n1 then Gn, 1 $S1 , the trivial group. Gn, n $Sn . If n2
then Gn, n&1 $S( 2n&1 )_S ( 2n&1 ) and Gn, 2 $S( 1n&1 )_S _S( 2n&1 )_S _ } } } _
S( n&1n&1 ) . Furthermore, G5, 3 $S6_S4 _S3_S3 .
The above core groups can also be computed directly as in Example 1.1.
For example, S(n

, 2) has just one w-i statistic whose generating function is
S q(n, 2). From the k=2 case of (6.7), a geometric series, and the binomial
theorem, it is immediate that
S q(n, 2)= :
n&1
i=1 \
n&1
i + qi&1. (6.10)
That is, for 1in&1, the value i&1 appears ( n&1i ) times. The core
group here just permutes the columns (row entries) with the same values.
Thus, the answer for Gn, 2 as given above.
A direct computation of G5, 3 along the lines of Example 1.1 is much
more interesting, and suggests rather deep non-trivial connections between
Sn and S(n
, k). We first compute all the w-i statistics w1(?) of (6.1) on
S(5

, 3) which have S q(5, 3) from (6.7) as a generating function. Note that
we have S q(5, 3)=6+8q+7q2+3q3+q4. A set partition ? in S q(5, 3) has
seven possible inversions, to which we assign corresponding weights w312 ,
w412 , w512 , w413 , w513 , w423 , and w523 . Expand the statistical values of each
of the 25 set partitions of S(5

, 3) in terms of these weights. The multiset of
these linear combinations of weights must equal the multiset
[06, 18, 27, 33, 41] of the distribution values in S q(5, 3). That is, we must
have equal multisets [06, 18, 27, 33, 41]=[06, w423 , w2312 , w
2
412 , w
3
523 , w312+
w412 , w312 + w523 , w412 + w413 , w423 + w523 , (w512 + w513)3, w312 + w512 +
w513 , w412 + w413 + w523 , w512 + w513 + w423 , w412 + w512 + w413 + w513],
where ar denotes r copies of a. After a very long analysis similar to
Example 1.1 we find that we have just four w-i statistics w1(?) of (6.1) on
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S(5

, 3) which have the distribution of values [06, 18, 27, 33, 41]. These four
statistics are determined by the following weight assignments:
w312=w412=w413=w423=w523=1, w512+w513=2, (6.11)
w312=w412=w512+w513=1, w413=0, w423=w523=2, (6.12)
w312=w412=w413=w423=w512+w513=1, w523=2, (6.13)
w312=w412=w523=1, w413=0, w423=w512+w513=2. (6.14)
In (6.11) we set all the weights equal to 1 and obtain the inversion
statistic inv1(?). In (6.12) we also take w512=1 and w513=0 to obtain the
major index statistic maj1(?). The statistics in (6.13) and (6.14) appear to
be new. It is intriguing that Example 1.1 also has just four w-i statistics.
Note that the sum of the weights in each of (6.11)(6.14) is 7. This fact
is analogous to the last part of Lemma 2.3. In general, by setting each
wi, l, j=1, the sum of the weights should equal the number of terms in the
double sum (6.1). That is, we should have (k6)[(2&3n)+3nk&2k2].
In order to compute the core group G5, 3 we first construct a table of
statistical values analogous to (1.8). The 25 columns are indexed by the set
partitions (restricted growth functions) of S(5

, 3) in lexicographic order.
The four rows consists of the four w-i statistics determined by the weight
assignments in (6.11)(6.14). We then want to find all the permutations of
the 25 columns of our new table that permute the four rows. Since permut-
ing rows preserves column sums we start by considering those subsets of
columns with the same column sum. We have 6 columns that sum to 0, 4
sum to 4, 8 sum to 6, 1 sums to 8, 2 sum to 10, and 4 sum to 12. Consider-
ing these subsets of columns independently and checking which permuta-
tions of their columns permutes their rows produces the following groups:
S6 , S4 , S2 _S3 _S3 , S1 , S2 , D4 . It is interesting to note that the dihedral
group D4 that appears here for the 4 columns of column sum 12 arises in
exactly the same way as D4 did in Example 1.1. An analysis of row sums
and other elementary constraints immediately yields the result that
G5, 3 $S6_S4 _S3_S3 . In particular, comparing the subcases of column
sums 6 and 12 showed that all elements of D4 except the identity had to
be discarded. A concrete description of G5, 3 is as follows: Order the four
rows so that the column (2 2 1 1)T occurs 3 times. Then, S6 permutes the
6 columns of 0’s, S4 permutes the 4 columns of 1’s, the first S3 permutes
the three columns of (2 2 1 1)T, the second S3 permutes the three columns
of (1 1 2 2 )T, and all other columns are left fixed.
6.1.2. Restricted growth functions. Restricted growth (RG) functions
can be viewed as multipermutations which satisfy the restricted growth
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property, defined below. Certainly we will want to investigate various sub-
sets of multipermutations in the future, but we mention RG functions here
in particular because of their intimate connection with set partitions (dis-
cussed above).
Definition 6.1. Again let In :=[1, ..., n]. A function f: In  In is a
restricted growth function of length n if and only if f (1)=1 and
f ( j)1+maxi< j f (i) for 2 jn. We denote all such functions by
RG(n). Furthermore, RG(n, k) is the subset of RG(n) whose elements have
maximum value k.
The concept of RG functions was first introduced by Hutchinson [18] in
1963, who gave a simple bijection mapping desirable classes of set parti-
tions to RG functions. For example, for S(n

, k) [ RG(n, k), let the blocks
Bi of a set partition ?=(B1 , ..., Bk) be labeled so that min Bi<min Bj
whenever i< j. The RG function corresponding to ? takes the value i on
the block Bi . The reverse mapping follows immediately from taking the
inverse of the RG function in RG(n, k). The term ‘‘restricted growth’’ was
first used by Williamson [41] in 1976. RG functions have since been
studied extensively by Milne [2527] and others [19, 33, 39, 40]. Note
that here the multipermutations will not all be permutations of the same
multiset.
The definition of the four general weighted-inversion statistics for the set
partitions S(n

, k) of In into k blocks in (6.1)(6.4) is also quite natural from
the perspective of RG functions. Recall that setting all the wi, l, j equal to
1 in (6.1)(6.4) immediately gives the set partition inversion statistics
inv1(?), inv2(?), inv3(?), inv4(?), respectively, previously studied in [27, 33,
39]. Let ?=(a1 , a2 , ..., an) be an RG function in RG(n, k). The inv1(?) and
inv2(?) first appeared in [27, pp. 193194] as I M(?) and I m(?), while
inv3(?) and inv4(?) first arose in [39, p. 29] as the ‘‘hard’’ inversion
statistics rb(?) and rs(?) for set partitions. Keeping in mind the definitions
in Theorem 4.6 of [27, pp. 193194] it is not hard to see that
inv1(?)=lb(?)=I M(?) := :
n
i=1
I Mi (?), (6.15)
inv2(?)=ls(?)=I m(?) := :
n
i=1
I mi (?), (6.16)
inv3(?)=rb(?)=JM(?) := :
n
i=1
J Mi (?), (6.17)
inv4(?)=rs(?)=Jm(?) := :
n
i=1
J mi (?), (6.18)
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where I Mi (?) is the number of distinct integers among [a1 , a2 , ..., ai&1] that
are strictly larger than ai , I mi (?) is the number of distinct integers among
[a1 , a2 , ..., ai&1] that are strictly less than ai , J Mi (?) is the number of dis-
tinct integers among [ai+1 , ai+2 , ..., an] that are strictly larger than ai , and
Jmi (?) is the number of distinct integers among [ai+1 , ai+2 , ..., an] that are
strictly less than ai . This completes a very natural and symmetric set of
four inversion statistics for RG functions (partitions).
When applied to permutations of In instead of RG(n, k), inv1 and inv4 in
(6.15) and (6.18) are the classical inversion statistic, while inv2 and inv3 in
(6.16) and (6.17) are the classical inversion statistic applied to the comple-
ment permutation (c_) i :=n+1&_i in section 2.4. When we consider per-
mutations of a fixed multiset the above invi are not in general the usual
inversion statistic. However, it appears that inv1 and inv3 have the same
distribution, as does inv2 and inv4 . A further study of (6.15)(6.18) applied
to various subsets of multipermutations should be of interest.
In a different direction we mention the subset NC of RG(n, k) known as
non-crossing partitions. A non-crossing partition ?=(a1 , a2 , ..., an) can
first be defined as an RG function in RG(n, k) such that if ai=aj=x for
i< j, then alx for i<l< j. If we view ? as a set partition ?=(B1 , ..., Bk)
then ? is a non-crossing partition if whenever 1a<b<c<dn with a, c
in the same block, and b, d in the same block, then all four elements are
in the same block. The subject of non-crossing partitions has been exten-
sively studied in [34; 35; 37, p. 197]; 38, pp. 86, 137, 226, 239, 240, 465;
40]. In particular, in the paper [35], Simion applied the four statistics invi
in (6.15)(6.18) to NC and obtained various equidistribution results as well
as q- and p, q- analogues of Catalan and Narayana numbers which refine
the rank symmetry and unimodality of the lattice of non-crossing parti-
tions. Alternate proofs of a number of these results also appear in [40]. It
would be of significant interest to apply the weighted-inversion statistics for
set partitions in (6.1)(6.4) to the set NC of non-crossing partitions.
6.1.3. Labeled forests. A forest is simply a partially ordered set (poset)
such that every element of the poset is covered by at most one element.
That is, a poset (P, ) is a forest if for x, y, z # P, x y and xz implies
either yz or z y. The Hasse diagram of such a poset is then a rooted
forest (in the graph-theoretic sense), with the maximal elements in P being
the roots. A labeled forest is a forest (P, ) together with a bijection
:: P  In , where P has n elements and, as before, In=[1, ..., n]. Mallows
and Riordan [24] first defined inversions for labeled trees in 1968. Liang
and Wachs [22] and Bjo rner and Wachs [1, 2] have since developed
several parallels between statistics on labeled forests and statistics on
ordinary permutations.
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Suppose (P, , :) is a labeled forest where P has n elements. If
1i< jn, then we can say P has an inversion in the (i, j) position if
:&1(i)>:&1( j). A w-i statistic w would then satisfy
w(P)= :
1i< jn
/[:&1(i)>:&1( j)] wi, j . (6.19)
Note that this definition makes the weight matrix W=(wi, j) upper-tri-
angular, as in the case of ordinary permutations. We would be interested
in finding the core groups of sets of labeled forests on n elements.
6.1.4. Dyck words. Ultimately, we would like to return to the problem
posed by Garsia and Haiman that we discussed in Section 1.1, particularly
because this was the problem from which our present work evolved.
Naturally, we are also interested in determining whether any interesting
core groups arise. For convenience, we restate here some of the relevant
definitions.
For a fixed integer m1, we define a generalized Dyck path to be a lat-
tice path from (0, 0) to (mn, n) consisting only of EAST (+1, 0) and
NORTH (0, +1) steps which lies entirely on or above the line my=x. Let
D(m)n denote the set of all such paths. It is known that the cardinality of
D(m)n is
1
mn+1 (
mn+n
n ). For the classic m=1 case, this becomes the nth
Catalan number, Cn= 1n+1 (
2n
n ). Denise and Simion [7] cite several other
combinatorial objects which are enumerated by the Catalan numbers and
give two new statistics on ordinary (m=1) Dyck paths.
For our purposes, we encode each generalized Dyck path D # D (m)n as a
Dyck word |(D), a multipermutation in Mmn+n, n (see Section 5) with
|(D) i=0 if the ith step is NORTH and |(D) i=1 if it is EAST. The defini-
tions of inversion and w-i statistic on a Dyck word can thus be inherited
from those for multipermutations.
Returning to Garsia and Haiman’s problem, note that the weighting
scheme suggested by the second author attaches weights only to the
descents, i.e., inversions occurring at the positions (i, i+1). Assigning a
weight to every inversion position may succeed in case the descent method
fails for larger examples.
6.2. The General Case
It is reasonable to consider the core group of an arbitrary matrix H,
without regard to its source. Following the lead of Theorems 4.6 and 4.7,
we can define the core group of a matrix H as follows.
Definition 6.2. The core group of a matrix H is the group of per-
mutations of the rows of H which preserve the column space of H, or
equivalently, preserve the nullspace of H.
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Without restrictions on the matrix H, finding its core group is a very
general problem, whereas the matrices H we have dealt with thus far, com-
ing from specific sources, have had very particular properties which have
led to interesting core groups. Our purpose in this section is mainly to
point out this general problem and compute an example. Some other ques-
tions related to this generalization are posed in Subsection 6.3.
In the permutation and multipermutation cases we have studied, not all
the possible sequences of zeros and ones could be realized as inversion
patterns of some permutation or multipermutation. (In fact, the inversion
patterns were of length ( n2) for some n, so there were no inversion patterns
of length four, for example.) In the following example, we consider the
complete set of all strings of zeros and ones of length n, even though these
‘‘inversion patterns’’ come from no particular source.
Example 6.3. Let Hn be a 2n_n matrix of zeros and ones (bits), where
each of the 2n bit patterns of length n occurs as one of the rows. It should
be clear that the order of the rows in Hn will not affect the core group, so
we will order them in a way that is convenient for our calculation. Specifi-
cally, let xj be the (row) pattern with 1 in the jth position and 0 everywhere
else, let yi for i=1, ..., m (where m :=2n&n) be the remaining row patterns
in, say, lexicographic order, and let
x1
x2
b
Hn :=
xn . (6.20)
y1
y2
b
ym
Theorem 6.4. If n3, then the core group of Hn is Sn .
Before getting to the proof, we should note that it is clear that any per-
mutation of the columns of Hn will preserve the row space, but this does not
imply that the core group is Sn . For example, if
H=_
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0& , (6.21)
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then any permutation of the columns will preserve the row space, but the
core group is only S2 . (Swapping the first two rows is the only permutation
of the rows that will preserve the column space.)
Proof of Theorem. If we write yi=( yi1 , ..., yin) then any linear relation
among the rows of Hn is of the form
:
n
j=1
ajxj= :
m
i=1
bi yi= :
m
i=1
bi :
n
j=1
yijx j= :
n
j=1 \ :
m
i=1
bi yij+ xj . (6.22)
Therefore, aj=mi=1b i yij . The linear relations thus look like
:
n
j=1 \ :
m
i=1
biyij+ xj= :
m
i=1
b iyi , (6.23)
where the bi are arbitrary parameters. The core group is the group of per-
mutations of the symbols [xj , yi] which result in the same space of linear
relations. That is, for any choice of the parameters bi , a permutation of the
symbols [xj , yi] which is in the core group will result in a true statement.
In particular, consider the relation where each bi=1,
:
n
j=1 \ :
m
i=1
yij + xj= :
m
i=1
yi . (6.24)
Note that mi=1 yij=2
n&1&1, since there are 2n&1 patterns with 1 in the
jth position, but one of them is xj . Thus, Eq. (6.24) becomes
:
n
j=1
(2n&1&1) xj= :
m
i=1
yi . (6.25)
Observe that the sum of the entries in the vector on each side of Eq. (6.25)
is 2n&1&1. Now suppose we permute the [x j , yi] using an element of the
core group. As in other cases, the row of Hn consisting of all zeros (which
in our scheme we have labeled y1) must be fixed, but suppose one of the
xj gets mapped to a yi (with i>1). Since each yi with i>1 has at least two
ones in it, this would increase the sum of the entries in the vector on the
left side of the resulting relation and decrease the sum of the entries on the
right, making it a false statement. Thus, the xj must permute among them-
selves and the yi must do the same.
However, not all such permutations are allowed. Looking at Eq. (6.23),
it is clear that any permutation of the yi determines a permutation of the
bi . Such a permutation is permissible if and only if the sums mi=1 b i yij are
simply permuted, which in turn would determine a permutation of the xj .
But let us reverse this process by starting with an arbitrary permutation of
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the xj . This specifies how the coefficient sums mi=1 bi yij must be permuted.
And it turns out that any permutation of these sums determines a unique
permutation of the bi (and hence the yi). To see why, consider the matrix
y11 } } } y1n
Yn :=_ b . . . b & . (6.26)ym1 } } } ymn
The jth column of Yn gives the coefficients of the b i in mi=1 bi yij , so a per-
mutation of the columns of Yn corresponds to a permutation of these sums.
However, any permutation of the columns of Yn results in a permutation
of the rows, since the rows of Yn are all the bit patterns of length n except
those containing a single one. By Lemma 2.8, the group of permutations of
the rows (corresponding to the bi or yi) which permutes the columns
(corresponding to the mi=1 biy ij or xj) is isomorphic to the group of per-
mutations of the columns which preserve the rows. Since any permutation
of the columns is permissible, this group is Sn . K
6.3. Remaining Questions
Along with the new topics discussed above, there remain many
unanswered questions from work we have already done. We list several of
them here.
v What is the core group of Sn? We know that it contains Dn+1
(Theorem 2.13), and that the core group is Dn+1 up to n=5. We strongly
suspect that the core group of Sn is Dn+1 , but this has not been deter-
mined.
v What kinds of orbits does Dn+1 induce on Sn (via the involutions
described in Subsection 2.4)? What orbit sizes and shapes are produced,
and how many of each are there? We have answered these questions for
orbits of size one or two (Theorems 2.14 and 2.15). Similar but increasingly
complicated arguments would seem to work for larger sizes as well, but we
have no results for a general size.
v Can we find other families of sets of permutations that have
interesting core groups, as in Example 4.10? We found that the core
group of A3 was S2 (Example 4.2) and that the core group of A4 was W5
(Example 4.9). What is the core group of An?
v What is Gn, k , the core group of Mn, k? We know that Gn, k contains
Sk _Sn&k as a subgroup (Theorem 5.3), and we have examples where the
core group is larger (Gn, 2 , G6, 3 , G7, 3), yet G8, 3 is S3_S5 . Is there anything
more general we can say?
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v Can we find other families of sets of multipermutations that have
interesting core groups, besides Mn, k?
v Consider the ‘‘inverse’’ problem mentioned in Subsection 4.3given
a finite group G, can we find a set of permutations (or multipermutations,
or other specific objects) whose core group is G? Or, in terms of the general
case discussed above in Subsection 6.2, given a finite group G, is there a
matrix H whose core group is G? If so, does such an H exist that consists
only of zeros and ones?
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